
ON FATOU-JULIA DECOMPOSITIONS

TARO ASUKE

ABSTRACT. We propose a Fatou-Julia decomposition for holomorphic pseudo-
semigroups. It will be shown that the limit sets of finitely generated Kleinian
groups, the Julia sets of mapping iterations and Julia sets of complex codimension-
one regular foliations can be seen as particular cases of the decomposition. The
decomposition is applied in order to introduce a Fatou-Julia decomposition for
singular holomorphic foliations. In the well-studied cases, the decomposition be-
haves as expected.

INTRODUCTION

Iterations of rational mappings and actions of finitely generated Kleinian groups
are typical dynamical systems onCP1. The notion of the Julia sets [15], [16] and
the limit sets [14] are significant in their study. Sullivan’s dictionary [18] says that
they are in a close correspondence (see also [12, pp. 98–99]). More generally, the
Julia sets are defined also for actions of semigroups generated by rational maps on
CP1 (cf. [9], [19]). These complex dynamical systems are one-dimensional and
on closed manifolds. Transversely holomorphic foliations of complex codimension
one yield dynamical systems of a similar kind. Indeed, the holonomy pseudogroups
of such foliations act on one-dimensional complex manifolds. If foliations are given
on closed manifolds, then the holonomy pseudogroups have certain compactness
called ‘compact generation’. The notion of the Julia sets is also known for complex
codimension-one transversely holomorphic foliations of closed manifolds [6], [8],
[1]. One of the aims of this article is to give a unified definition of these Julia sets
and limit sets. For this purpose, we will introduce a notion of compactly generated
pseudosemigroups and a Fatou-Julia decomposition for them.

The Julia sets are also defined for entire maps onC. In addition, if we con-
sider transversely holomorphic foliations of open manifolds, or the regular parts of
singular holomorphic foliations, then their holonomy pseudogroups are no longer
compactly generated in general. We will introduce a Fatou-Julia decomposition also
for non-compactly generated pseudosemigroups, which coincides with the classical
one if iterations of entire maps onC are considered. The correspondence between
typical dynamical systems and pseudo(semi)groups will be as follows.
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In the first section, we will introduce pseudosemigroups (psg for short), which
have appeared in a slightly different way, e.g. in [11], [13], [22]. In the second
section, a Fatou-Julia decomposition of psg’s and pseudogroups are defined and
some fundamental properties are shown. Although pseudogroups generate psg’s,
decompositions for psg’s and pseudogroups do not coincide in general. In the third
section, compactly generated psg’s are introduced. They are a version of compactly
generated pseudogroups [8]. In the fourth section, Fatou-Julia decompositions of
compactly generated psg’s are discussed. It will be shown that Julia sets of com-
pactly generated pseudogroups as psg’s and the ones as pseudogroups coincide. It
will be also shown that we can find Hermitian metrics adapted to actions of psg’s
on Fatou sets. In the last section, we will study Fatou-Julia decompositions for
one-dimensional singular foliations.

The author expresses gratitude to members of Dosemi, Saturday seminar held at
Tokyo Institute of Technology, for helpful comments.

1. PSEUDOSEMIGROUPS

In order to compare Julia sets for pseudogroups with the Julia sets for mapping
iterations, it is convenient to introduce a generalization of pseudogroups.

Definition 1.1. Let T andSbe topological spaces. Alocal continuous map fromT
to S is a continuous map from an open set ofT into S. A local continuous map from
T to T is also called a local continuous map onT. If f is a local continuous map
from T to S, then thedomainand therangeof f is denoted bydom f andrangef ,
respectively. IfV is an open subset ofdom f , then the restriction off toV is denoted
by f |V . Let f be a local continuous map fromT to S.

1) If f is a homeomorphism (resp. diffeomorphism) fromdom f to rangef , then
f is called alocal homeomorphism(resp.local diffeomorphism).
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2) If T is equipped with a complex structure and iff is holomorphic, thenf is
called alocal holomorphic map. If moreover f is a diffeomorphism, thenf
is called alocal biholomorphic diffeomorphism.

3) Let f be a local map. Suppose that ifx∈ dom f , then there is a neighborhood
U of x such thatf |U is a homeomorphism to the image. Then,f is said
to beétale.

4) If f is a ramified covering fromdom f to rangef , then f is called alocal
ramified covering.

5) Assume thatf is a local holomorphic map onC. Theset of singularitiesof
f is denoted bySing f , namely,Sing f = {z∈U | f ′(z) = 0}.

6) The germ of a local mappingf at a pointx∈ dom f is denoted byfx.

Definition 1.2. Let T be a topological space andΓ be a family of local continuous
mappings onT. Then,Γ is a pseudosemigroup(psg for short) if the following
conditions are satisfied.

1) idT ∈ Γ , whereidT denotes the identity map ofT.
2) If γ ∈ Γ , thenγ |U ∈ Γ for any open subsetU of domγ .
3) If γ1,γ2 ∈ Γ andrangeγ1⊂ domγ2, thenγ2◦ γ1 ∈ Γ .
4) LetU be an open subset ofT andγ a local continuous mapping defined on

U . If for eachx∈U , there is an open neighborhood, sayUx, of x such that
γ |Ux belongs toΓ , thenγ ∈ Γ .

If in addition Γ consists of local homeomorphisms, thenΓ is apseudogroupif Γ
satisfies 1), 2), 3) and the following conditions.

4’) Let U be an open subset ofT andγ a homeomorphism fromU to γ(U). If
for eachx ∈U , there is an open neighborhood, sayUx, of x such thatγ |Ux

belongs toΓ , thenγ ∈ Γ .
5) If γ ∈ Γ , thenγ−1 ∈ Γ .

If Γ is either a psg or pseudogroup, then we set forx∈ T

Γx = {γx |x∈ domγ}.
By abuse of notation, an element ofΓx is considered as an element ofΓ defined on
a neighborhood ofx.

The terminology ‘pseudosemigroup’ has appeared in a slightly different way,
e.g. in [13], [22], [11].

Definition 1.3. Let T be a topological space andG a set which consists of local
continuous mappings onT. The psggenerated byG is the smallest psg which
containsG, and denoted by〈G〉. If Γ is a pseudogroup, then we denoteΓpsg the psg
generated byΓ . If there is a finite number of elements, sayf1, . . . , fr , of Γ such that
Γ = 〈 f1, . . . , fr〉, thenΓ is said to befinitely generated.

In what follows, then-th iteration of a mappingf , if defined, is denoted byf n,
wheren∈ Z. If n = 0, then f 0 is considered as the identity map.
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Remark1.4. One of differences between pseudo(semi)groups and (semi)groups is
illustrated as follows. Letf be a rational mapping onCP1 andΓ the psg generated
by f . LetU = V = {z∈ C | |z|< 1+ ε} andϕ(z) = 1/z. If we setU0 = V0 = {z∈
C |1/(1+ ε) < |z|< 1+ ε} and identifyU0 andV0 by ϕ, then the resulting space is
CP1. Let T be the disjoint union ofU andV. Then,Γ , ϕ andϕ−1 generate a psg
Γ̃ which acts onT. Let W be a small open subset ofU0 such thatf (W) ⊂ T and
f 2(ϕ(W))⊂ T. By the condition 4), the mappingg onW∪ϕ(W) such thatg|W = f
andg|ϕ(W) = f 2 belongs toΓ̃ . The psgΓ̃ is obtained fromΓ , indeed,(Γ̃ ,T) is
equivalent to(Γ ,CP1) (see Definition 1.20). However,g cannot be realized as a
single element ofΓ althoughW andϕ(W) correspond to the same region onCP1,

Remark1.5. Let (Γ ,T) be a pseudogroup. Suppose thatU is an open subset of
T and thatγ is a mapping defined onU . If the restriction ofγ to a neighborhood
of x belongs toΓ for eachx ∈ U , then it is always true thatγ ∈ Γpsg but γ ∈ Γ
if and only if γ is a homeomorphism. Letθ ∈ R \Q and defineγ : CP1 → CP1

by γ(z) = e2π
√−1θ z, where we regardCP1 = C∪{∞}. Let Γ be the pseudogroup

generated byγ, namely, the smallest pseudogroup which containsγ . If we setU =
{z∈ C | |z−1| < ε}, whereε is a small positive number, thenγ |U ∈ Γ . We set
V = {z∈ C |

∣∣z−√−1
∣∣ < ε}. We may assume thatU ∩V = ∅, however, for a

suitable choice ofn, we haveγn(V)∩U 6=∅. Let γ ′ be the mapping fromUqV to
CP1 by γ ′|U = γ andγ ′|V = γn+1. Thenγ ′ 6∈ Γ becauseγ ′ is not a homeomorphism
but γ ′ ∈ Γpsg.

Definition 1.6. Let (Γ ,T) be a psg. IfT is aq-dimensional, possibly non-connected
manifold and ifΓ consists of holomorphic mappings, then(Γ ,T) is called aholo-
morphic pseudosemigroup on aq-dimensional complex manifold.

Definition 1.7. A pseudosemigroupΓ is said to béetaleif Γ consists of́etale map-
pings. A holomorphic pseudosemigroupΓ on a one-dimensional complex manifold
is said to beramifiedif Γ is generated by local ramified coverings and holomorphic
étale mappings.

Note thatΓ consists of open mappings ifΓ is étale or ramified.
Although we are interested in holomorphic pseudosemigroups on complex mani-

folds, we will discuss some more fundamental definitions and properties of psg’s.
Many of them are borrowed from those of pseudogroups which can be found in
[7, §§ 1–2].

Definition 1.8. We denote byΓ×
0 the subset ofΓ which consists of invertible elem-

ents, namely,
Γ×

0 = {γ ∈ Γ |γ−1 ∈ Γ }.
We denote byΓ× the subset ofΓ which consists of locally invertible elements,
namely,

Γ× = 〈γ ∈ Γ |γ−1 ∈ Γ 〉= 〈Γ×
0 〉.
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Note thatΓ×
0 is a pseudogroup, andΓ× is anétale pseudosemigroup.

Definition 1.9. Let (Γ ,T) be a psg. IfX ⊂ T, then we set

Γ (X) = {y∈ T |∃x∈ X, ∃γ ∈ Γ s.t.y = γ(x)},
Γ−1(X) =

⋃

γ∈Γ
γ−1(X).

A subsetX of T is said to beforward invariant if Γ (X) = X, backward invariant
if Γ−1(X). If X is forward and backward invariant, thenX is said to becompletely
invariant or Γ -invariant.

Definition 1.10. A subsetX of T is said to beΓ -connectedif X satisfies the fol-
lowing condition: if X =

∐
λ∈Λ Xλ is the decomposition ofX into its connected

components, then for anyλ ,λ ′ ∈ Λ, there exists a sequenceλ0 = λ ,λ1, . . . ,λr = λ ′
such thatΓ (Xλi

)∩Xλi+1 6=∅ holds fori = 0, . . . , r−1.

Remark1.11. T is Γ -connected if and only ifΓ \T is connected with the quotient
topology. If X ⊂ T, thenΓ \X ⊂ Γ \T is connected ifX is Γ -connected. The
converse also holds ifX is Γ -invariant, and is not always true even ifΓ is a pseudo-
group. Indeed, letT = T1qT2, whereT1 = T2 = R, and equipT with the natural
topology. LetΓ be the pseudogroup generated byγ : T1 → T2 given byγ(x) = x,
X1 = (−∞,0] ⊂ T1, X2 = (0,∞) ⊂ T2 andX = X1∪X2. ThenX is notΓ -connected
butΓ \X = Γ \T = R.

If (Γ ,T) is the holonomy pseudogroup of a foliation, thenΓ -connected compo-
nents ofΓ -invariant sets correspond to connected components of saturated sets.

The notions of morphisms and equivalences are given as follows.

Definition 1.12. Let (Γ ,T) and(∆ ,S) be psg’s. AmorphismΦ : Γ → ∆ is a col-
lectionΦ of local continuous mappings fromT to Swith the following properties.

i) {domφ |φ ∈Φ} is an open covering ofT.
ii) If φ ∈Φ, then any restriction ofφ to an open set ofdomφ also belongs toΦ.

iii) Let U be an open subset ofT andφ a continuous map fromU to S. If for any
x ∈U , there exists an open neighborhoodUx of x such thatφ |Ux ∈ Φ, then
φ ∈Φ.

iv) If φ ∈Φ, γ ∈ Γ× andδ ∈ ∆×, thenδ ◦φ ◦ γ ∈Φ,
v) Suppose thatγ ∈ Γ andx∈ domγ. If x∈ domφ andγ(x) ∈ domφ ′, where

φ ,φ ′ ∈Φ, then there is an elementδ ∈∆ such thatφ(x)∈ domδ , andδ ◦φ =
φ ′ ◦ γ on a neighborhood ofx.

A morphism from(Γ ,T) to itself is called anendomorphismof (Γ ,T).

The properties ii) and iii) are sometimes referred as the ‘maximality’.
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Definition 1.13 (cf. Definition 1.9). Let Φ : (Γ ,T) → (∆,S) be a morphism. If
X ⊂ T andY ⊂ S, then we set

Φ(X) = {s∈ S|∃x∈ X, ∃φ ∈Φ s.t. s= φ(x)},
Φ−1(Y) =

⋃

φ∈Φ
φ−1(Y).

Definition 1.14. Let (Γ ,T) and(∆ ,S) be psg’s andΦ a morphism fromΓ to ∆ .

1) Φ is called ańetale morphismif Φ consists of́etale mappings.
2) If Γ and∆ are holomorphic psg’s, and ifΦ consists of holomorphic map-

pings, thenΦ is said to beholomorphic.
3) Suppose thatΓ and∆ are psg’s on complex one-dimensional manifolds. A

holomorphic morphism is said to beramified if φ ∈ Φ andx∈ domφ , then
there exists an open neighborhoodUx of x such thatφ |Ux is the restriction of
the composite of ramified coverings and holomorphicétale mappings.

In what follows, we will consider only holomorphic morphisms if holomorphic
psg’s are considered.

Definition 1.15. Let (Γ ,T) and(∆ ,S) be pseudogroups. A collectionΦ of local
homeomorphisms fromT to S is an étale morphism of pseudogroups ifΦ satis-
fies the conditions in Definition 1.12 but ‘a continuous map fromU to S’ in iii) is
replaced by ‘a local homeomorphism fromT to S’.

Definition 1.15 is equivalent to the usual definition of morphisms of pseudo-
groups [7, 1.4].

Definition 1.16. Let { fλ}λ∈Λ be a family of local continuous mappings fromT to
S. Suppose that{dom fλ}λ∈Λ is an open covering ofT and that ifγ ∈Γ , x∈ domγ,
x ∈ dom fλ and γ(x) ∈ dom fµ , whereλ ,µ ∈ Λ, then there is aδ ∈ ∆ such that
fµ ◦ γ = δ ◦ fλ on a neighborhood ofx. Then, themorphism generated by{ fλ}λ∈Λ
is by definition the smallest morphism which contains{ fλ}λ∈Λ and denoted by
〈 fλ 〉λ∈Λ. If every fλ is étale (resp. holomorphic, ramified), then theétale (resp.
holomorphic, ramified) morphism generated by{ fλ}λ∈Λ is defined in the same way.

Definition 1.17. Let Γ and∆ be pseudogroups and letΦ be a morphism (resp.étale
morphism) of pseudogroups fromΓ to ∆ . We denote byΦpsgthe morphism (resp.́etale
morphism) of psg’s fromΓpsg to ∆psg generated byΦ.

If Φ is anétale morphism of pseudogroups, thenΦ consists of local homeomor-
phisms butΦpsg needs not so.

Definition 1.18. Let (Γ ,T) be a pseudosemigroup. Assume that there is a covering
mapp: T̂ → T which satisfies the followingcovering property:

1) For eachγ ∈ Γ , there is a unique mappinĝγ such thatdomγ̂ = p−1(domγ)
and thatp◦ γ̂ = γ ◦ p holds onp−1(domγ).
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2) If γ1,γ2 ∈ Γ , thenγ̂2◦ γ1 = γ̂2◦ γ̂1.
3) If U is an open subset ofT, then ̂idU = idp−1(U).

The psgΓ̂ generated by{γ̂}γ∈Γ together with the morphism generated byp is called
the coveringof Γ associated withp. If p is a Galois covering with Galois group
G and the action commutes witĥΓ , then(Γ̂ , T̂) and p are calledGalois covering
with Galois groupG. If (Γ ,T) is a holomorphic psg, then we always assume that
(Γ̂ , T̂) andp are holomorphic. If in addition(Γ ,T) is a holomorphic psg on a one-
dimensional complex manifold, then we allowp to be a ramified covering. In this
case we call(Γ̂ , T̂) with the morphism generated byp a ramified covering.

Note that the morphism generated byp is anétale or a ramified morphism.

Definition 1.19. If Φ1 : Γ1 → Γ2 andΦ2 : Γ2 → Γ3 are morphisms of pseudosemi-
groups, then thecompositeΦ2◦Φ1 is defined by

Φ2◦Φ1 = 〈φ2◦φ1 |φ1 ∈Φ1, φ2 ∈Φ2, rangeφ1⊂ domφ2〉.
Definition 1.20. An étale morphismΦ : Γ → ∆ is anequivalenceif there is ańetale
morphismΨ : ∆ →Γ such thatΨ◦Φ = Γ× andΦ◦Ψ = ∆×. Such aΨ is unique so
that it is denoted byΦ−1. We callΦ−1 the inverse morphismof Φ. An equivalence
from (Γ ,T) to itself is calledautomorphism.

If Φ1 andΦ2 are equivalences, thenΦ2◦Φ1 is also an equivalence.

Example 1.21.Let f be an endomorphism ofCP1 andφ an automorphism ofCP1.
Thenφ naturally induces an equivalence from〈 f 〉 to 〈φ ◦ f ◦φ−1〉.
Remark1.22. If (Γ ,T) is a psg, then the identity map onT generates a morphism
which is equal toΓ×. In fact,Γ× is an automorphism of(Γ ,T). On the other hand,
Γ is an endomorphism of(Γ ,T) if and only if Γ = Γ×. Indeed, ifζ ∈ Γ , then
applying the condition v) toφ = ζ , φ ′ = γ = idT , we see that for anyx ∈ domζ ,
there exists an open neighborhoodU of x andδ ∈ Γ such thatδ ◦ζ = idU holds. If
we setφ = δ , φ ′ = γ = idT , then there exists an open neighborhoodV of ζ (x) and
δ ′ ∈ Γ such thatδ ′ ◦δ = idV . It follows thatδ ′ = δ ′ ◦ idU = δ ′ ◦ (δ ◦ζ ) = ζ holds
on a neighborhood ofx. Thereforeζ ∈ Γ×.

Lemma 1.23.An étale morphismΦ is an equivalence if and only if

Ψ′ = {étale maps fromSto T which are locally of the formφ−1 for someφ ∈Φ}
is a morphism. Indeed,Ψ′ = Φ−1.

Proof. Suppose thatΦ is an equivalence and letΨ be as in Definition 1.20. Ifψ ∈Ψ
and x ∈ domψ, then there is an elementφ ∈ Φ such thatψ(x) ∈ domφ . Since
Φ◦Ψ = ∆×, there is an elementδ ∈ ∆× such thatφ ◦ψ = δ on a neighborhood of
x. We may assume thatφ andδ are local homeomorphisms by restriction. Since
Φ is a morphism,(δ )−1 ◦ φ ∈ Φ. Therefore,ψ ∈ Ψ′. Conversely, ifψ ′ ∈ Ψ′ and
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y∈ domψ ′, thenψ ′ = φ−1 holds on a neighborhood ofy, whereφ ∈Φ. Let ψ ∈Ψ
such thaty∈ domψ. SinceΨ ◦Φ = Γ×, we may assume thatψ ◦φ = γ for some
γ ∈ Γ×. Henceψ ′ = φ−1 = γ−1 ◦ψ holds on a neighborhood ofy. SinceΨ is a
morphism, this implies thatψ ′ ∈Ψ. It is easy to see thatΨ′ = Φ−1 holds if Ψ′ is a
morphism. ¤

If we work on pseudogroups, we haveΦ−1 = {φ−1 |φ ∈ Φ}. Indeed, ańetale
morphismΦ of pseudogroups is said to be an equivalence if{φ−1 |φ ∈ Φ} is an
étale morphism of pseudogroups [7].

2. FATOU-JULIA DECOMPOSITION OF PSEUDOSEMIGROUPS

We pose the following assumption in this section.

Assumption 2.1. (Γ ,T) is a holomorphicétale psg on aq-dimensional complex
manifold. Ifq = 1, then we allowΓ to be ramified.

Note thatΓ consists of open mappings under the above assumption.

Definition 2.2. Let (Γ ,T) be a psg. IfT ′ ⊂ T be a relatively compact subset, then
we denote byΓT ′ the restriction ofΓ to T ′, that is

ΓT ′ = {γ ∈ Γ | domγ ⊂ T ′ and rangeγ ⊂ T ′}.
We say that an open connected subsetU of T ′ has theproperty (wF), or U is a
wF-open setfor short if the following conditions are satisfied:

wF1) If x∈U andηx∈ (ΓT ′)x, then there exists an elementγ of Γ such thatdomγ =
U andγx = ηx. We callγ anextensionof ηx to U .

wF2) If we set

Γ U =
{

γ ∈ Γ domγ = U , andγ is an extension of the germ of
an element ofΓT ′ as above

}

= {γ ∈ Γ | domγ = U andγ(U)∩T ′ 6=∅},
thenΓ U is a normal family.

We say that an open connected subsetV of T ′ has theproperty (F), or V is an
F-open setfor short if the following conditions are satisfied:

F1) V has the property (wF).
F2) If γ ∈ ΓT ′ anddomγ ⊂V, thenrangeγ is the union of wF-open sets.

Let F∗(ΓT ′) be the union of F-open subsets ofT ′, andJ∗(ΓT ′) the complement of
F∗(ΓT ′) in T ′. We set

J0(Γ ) =
⋃

T ′∈T

J∗(ΓT ′),

J(Γ ) = J0(Γ ),
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whereT = {T ′ ⊂ T |T ′ is relatively compact}. We call J(Γ ) the Julia setof Γ .
The Fatou setof Γ is by definition the complement ofJ(Γ ) in T. We call Γ -
connected components ofF(Γ ) andJ(Γ ) Fatou componentsandJulia components,
respectively. Fatou sets and Julia sets obtained using by the property (wF) instead of
(F) are denoted by adding ‘w’, e.g. Fatou sets in this sense are denoted bywF(Γ ).

Needless to say that the ‘property (F)’ stands for the ‘property Fatou’. By ‘(wF)’
we mean ‘weak-F’. Note that ifU is an F-open set for(ΓT ′ ,T

′) and if γ ∈ ΓT ′ such
thatdomγ ⊂U , thenrangeγ is the union of F-open sets. To see this, letζ ∈ΓT ′ such
thatdomζ ⊂ rangeγ . If we setV = γ−1(domζ ), thenζ ◦ γ |V ∈ ΓT ′ andrangeζ =
ζ (γ(V)) so thatrangeζ is the union of wF-open sets.

Example 2.3(see also Example 3.6). Let f : CP1 → CP1 be a rational map. If we
denote by〈 f 〉 the psg generated byf , thenJ(〈 f 〉) = J( f ), whereJ( f ) denotes the
Julia set off in the usual sense. Ifg: C→C is an entire map, then we can regardg
as a local holomorphic map defined onCP1 with domg=C, and〈g〉 as a psg which
acts onCP1. If we denote byJ(g) the Julia set ofg in the usual sense, which is a
subset ofC, then we haveJ(〈g〉) = J(g)∪{∞}.

Let T ′ ∈T . If U is an F-open set inT ′, thenU is a wF-open set by definition. If
γ ∈ ΓT ′ thenγ(U) is the union of wF-open sets butγ(U) itself is not necessarily a
wF-open set.

Example 2.4. Let T = CP1 and we defineγ,ζ : CP1 → CP1 by γ(z) = z2, and
ζ (z) = zα , whereα > 1 andα 6∈ Z. The mappingζ is not well-defined onCP1 so
that we regardζ as local mappings defined on suitable open subsets ofCP1\{0,∞}
and take all branches. LetΓ be the psg generated byγ and ζ . Then,F(Γ ) =
CP1\({0,∞}∪{|z|= 1}). LetU be a small open disc inCP1\({0,∞}∪{|z|= 1}).
If n is large enough, thenγn(U) contains a circle around0 or ∞. Hence no germ
of ζ at a point inγn(U) is the germ of any element ofΓ defined onγn(U) so that
γn(U) does not have the property (wF). However, ifx∈ γn(U), then by choosing a
neighborhood ofx small enough, we see that the germ of any element ofΓ can be
extended to an element ofΓ .

Some remarks are in order.

Remark2.5. Let F̃∗(ΓT ′) be the complement ofJ∗(ΓT ′) in T. If we denote byF0(Γ )
the complement ofJ0(Γ ) in T, then we have

F0(Γ ) =
⋂

T ′∈T

F̃∗(ΓT ′)

andF(Γ ) is the interior ofF0(Γ ) (see also Lemma 2.16).

Remark2.6. A related construction for holomorphic correspondences is given in [3].

Remark2.7. Although the difference between the conditions (F) and (wF) seems
quite large, there are several cases where they are equivalent. IfΓ is generated by
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a pseudogroup, then these conditions are equivalent. They are also equivalent if
Γ = 〈 f 〉, wheref is an endomorphism ofCP1 or an entire map onC. We will show
that if Γ is compactly generated, then the conditions (F) and (wF) are equivalent
(Proposition 4.5).

Remark2.8. As holomorphic mappings are considered, extensions in wF1) of the
property (wF) are unique. The extension ofγx is usually denoted byγ .

Example 2.9. Let T1, T2 andT3 be open unit discs inC andT = T1qT2qT3. We
denote byzi the standard coordinates onTi . We defineγi : T1→T3 by γi(z1) = zi

1 and
ζi : T2 → T3 by ζi(z2) = zi

2 but domζi = {|z2| < 1/i}, wherei is a positive integer.
Let η : T1 → T2 be the identity map, andΓ the psg generated by{γi ,ζ j ,η}i, j>0.
Then,F(Γ ) = T \ ({01,02}∪

⋃∞
i=2{|z1| = 1/i}∪⋃∞

i=2{|z2| = 1/i}) andwF(Γ ) =
T \ ({02}∪

⋃∞
i=2{|z2| = 1/i}), where0i denotes the origin inTi . Indeed,ζi is not

well-defined on a fixed neighborhood of02 if i is large. Note thatΓ (F(Γ )) = F(Γ )
butΓ (wF(Γ ))) wF(Γ ).

Definition 2.10. If (Γ ,T) is a pseudogroup, thenF0(Γ ), J0(Γ ), F(Γ ) andJ(Γ ) are
defined formally in the same way as in Definition 2.2. Thus obtained Fatou and
Julia sets are denoted byFpg,0(Γ ), Jpg,0(Γ ), Fpg(Γ ) andJpg(Γ ), respectively.

Recall that ifΓ is a pseudogroup, then the conditions (wF) and (F) are equivalent.
If (Γ ,T) is a pseudogroup, thenFpg(Γ )⊂ F(Γpsg). The difference betweenFpg(Γ )
andF(Γpsg) occurs in wF1) of Definition 2.2.

Example 2.11(see also Example 4.21). LetT = {0< |z|< 1}⊂C and setγ(z)= z2.
Let Γ be the pseudogroup generated byγ and its local inverses, namely, letU =
{U ⊂T |U is an open subset such thatγ : U → γ(U) is a homeomorphism}, and let
Γ = 〈γ|U ,γ−1|γ(U)〉U∈U . ThenF(Γpsg) = Fpg(Γ ) = T. On the other hand, let̂T be

the open unit disc and we regardγ as a local mapping defined on̂T with domγ = T,
and letΓ̂ be the pseudogroup generated byγ and its local inverses. ThenF(Γ̂psg) =
T̂ \ {0}. On the other hand,Fpg(Γ̂ ) = ∅. Indeed, once an open subsetU of T̂ is
fixed,γn is not injective onU for largen.

The equalityFpg(Γ ) = F(Γpsg) holds if Γ is compactly generated. See Propos-
ition 4.11.

Remark2.12. If q > 1, then the Julia sets in Definitions 2.2 and 2.10 are tentative.
We will need the notion of Green functions for a right definition of them, which
we do not discuss in this paper. On the other hand, we can apply Definition 2.2 to
rational mappings fromCPn toCPn, and obtain the Fatou set in the usual sense. We
refer to [4] and [21] for dynamics onCPn.

In general,F0(Γ ) = F(Γ ) does not hold even ifΓ is finitely generated.
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Example 2.13.Let A = {z∈C |1 < |z|< 2} and define a local mappingα onA by

α(z) =

{
z2, if 1 < |z|<√

2,

z2/2, if
√

2 < |z|< 2.

If we setΓ0 = 〈α〉, thenJ(Γ0) = A. We regardα as a local mapping onC. For a
positive integeri, we setTi = C, andT =

∐∞
i=1Ti . We defineγi ,ζi : Ti → Ti+1 by

γi(z) = α(z) andζi(z) = 4z. Let γ andζ be local mappings onT such thatγ |Ti = γi

andζ |Ti = ζi , respectively. If we setΓ = 〈γ,ζ 〉, then we have

J0(Γ )∩Ti =
∞⋃

i=0

{z∈ C |4−i < |z|< 2·4−i},

J(Γ )∩Ti = {0}∪J0(Γ ).

for any i.

Example 2.14(cf. [1, Example 2.15], see also Theorem 2.19). Let Ti = C, i =
1,2, . . ., andT =

∐∞
i=1Ti . We defineγi : Ti →Ti+1 to be the restriction of the identity

map to{z∈ C | |z| < 1/i}. Let γ be the local diffeomorphism fromT to T such
that γ |Ti = γi . If we denote byΓ the pseudogroup generated byγ , thenJpg,0(Γ )∩
Ti =

⋃∞
k=i{|z| = 1/k} but Jpg(Γ )∩Ti = (Jpg,0(Γ )∩Ti)∪{0}. Note that(Γ ,T) is

not equivalent to the holonomy pseudogroup of the trivial foliation on a foliation
chart. On the other hand, if we setS1 = C, Si = {z∈ C | |z| < 1/i−1} for i > 1
andS=

∐∞
i=1Si , thenγ is a local diffeomorphism onS. If we denote byΓ̃ the

pseudogroup generated byγ, thenFpg(Γ̃ ) = S. Indeed,(Γ̃ ,S) is equivalent to the
holonomy pseudogroup of the trivial foliation on a foliation chart.

The equalityF0(Γ ) = F(Γ ) holds in some important cases. See Theorems 4.1,
5.9 and Corollary 5.8.

Remark2.15. In what follows, we will discuss Fatou and Julia sets of psg’s. How-
ever, the results apply to Fatou and Julia sets of pseudogroups without changes.

The following property is frequently used.

Lemma 2.16. Let (Γ ,T) be a psg, and letT1, T2 ∈ T . If T1 ⊂ T2, thenF∗(ΓT1) ⊃
F∗(ΓT2).

The proof is easy and omitted. Lemma 2.16 implies that it suffices to consider a
sequence{Ti} in T such thatTi ⊂ Ti+1 and that

⋃∞
i=1Ti = T when definingJ0(Γ )

andF0(Γ ).
Unlike the classical cases,F(Γ ) andJ(Γ ) need not be completely invariant.

Example 2.17.Let T1 = T2 = CP1 = C∪{∞} andT = T1qT2. Let f : T1 → T1

be such thatf (z) =
√−1z onC ⊂ CP1, and letϕ : T2 → T1 be the identity map.

Let g: T2 → T2 be a rational map such that the classical Julia setJ(g) is the whole
CP1, for example, a Latt̀es map. If we setΓ = 〈 f ,g,ϕ〉, then F(Γ ) = T1 and
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J(Γ ) = T2. We haveΓ−1(F(Γ )) = T andΓ−1(J(Γ )) = J(Γ ). On the other hand,
Γ (F(Γ )) = F(Γ ) andΓ (J(Γ )) = T.

Example 2.17 is an example of compactly generated psg’s. See Sections 3 and 4.
In general, we have the following.

Lemma 2.18. 1) F0(Γ ) andF(Γ ) are forwardΓ -invariant, and we haveF(Γ )=⋂
γ∈Γ (γ−1(F(Γ ))∪ (T \ (domγ))).

2) J0(Γ ) andJ(Γ ) are backwardΓ -invariant.
3) F0(Γ ), J0(Γ ), F(Γ ) andJ(Γ ) areΓ×-invariant.

Proof. If U is an F-open set for(ΓT ′ ,T
′) and if γ ∈ ΓT ′ such thatdomγ ⊂U , then

γ(U) is the union of F-open sets. Hence we haveΓT ′(F∗(ΓT ′)) ⊂ F∗(ΓT ′) for any
T ′ ∈T . HenceΓ (F0(Γ ))⊂ F0(Γ ). On the other hand, since the local identity maps
belong toΓ , the inclusions are in fact equalities. SinceΓ consists of open mappings,
we also haveΓ (F(Γ )) = F(Γ ). If γ ∈ Γ , thenγ(F(Γ )∩ (domγ))⊂ F(Γ ). Hence
F(Γ )∩ (domγ)⊂ γ−1(F(Γ )). Therefore

F(Γ ) =
⋂

γ∈Γ
((F(Γ )∩ (domγ))∪ (T \ (domγ)))

⊂
⋂

γ∈Γ
(γ−1(F(Γ ))∪ (T \ (domγ))).

If we setγ = idT , thenγ−1(F(Γ ))∪ (T \ (domγ)) = F(Γ ) so that the above inclu-
sion is in fact the equality. The part 2) follows from 1). The part 3) is easy. ¤

We have the following.

Theorem 2.19(see also Proposition 4.10). Let (Γ ,T) and(∆ ,S) be psg’s.

1) If Φ : Γ → ∆ is either a covering or ramified covering, thenΦ−1(F(∆)) ⊂
F(Γ ). If Φ is a Galois covering with a finite Galois group, thenΦ−1(F(∆))=
F(Γ ).

2) If Φ : Γ → ∆ is an equivalence, thenΦ(F(Γ )) = F(∆).

Proof. We will show 1), because 2) can be shown by similar arguments. LetW be
an open subset ofS. Then,W is contained inF(∆) if and only if W ⊂ F̃∗(∆S′) for
anyS′ ∈S , whereS denotes the set of relatively compact subsets ofS. Note that
the latter condition is equivalent toW∩S′ ⊂ F∗(∆S′) for anyS′ ∈S .

Let U be an open subset ofΦ−1(F(∆)). Assume thatφ1 ∈ Φ is defined onU
and thatφ1(U) ⊂ F(∆). If φ2 ∈ Φ andU ⊂ domφ2, thenφ2(U) ⊂ F(∆). Indeed,
if x ∈U , thenφ2 = δ ◦ φ1 holds for someδ ∈ ∆ on a neighborhood ofx by v) of
Definition 1.12. Henceφ2(x) ∈ F(∆) by Lemma 2.18.

Let x ∈ Φ−1(F(∆))∩T ′ and letT ′1, . . . ,T
′
r be the connected components ofT ′,

whereT ′ ∈ T . SinceT ′ is relatively compact, we can find a finite number of
elementsφ1, . . . ,φs of Φ such that{domφk} is an open covering ofT ′ and that each
φk is the restriction of an element̃φk of Φ such thatdomφ̃k⊃ domφk. Moreover, we
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may assume that each̃φk is a local ramified covering with a single singularity, or a
local biholomorphic diffeomorphism. If we setS′ =

⋃r
i=1

⋃s
j=1φ j(T ′i ∩ (domφ j)),

thenS′ ∈S . We may assume thatx∈ domφ1. Thenφ1(x)∈ F(∆)∩S′ by the above
arguments.

LetU be an open connected neighborhood ofx which is contained in(domφ1)∩
Φ−1(F(∆))∩T ′. We may assume that if we setV = φ1(U) thenV is an F-open
set inF∗(∆S′). We may further assume that ifδ ∈ ∆V andδ (V)∩ rangeφk 6= ∅,
thenδ (V) ⊂ rangẽφk. Let z∈ U and γz ∈ (ΓT ′)z. If γ(z) ∈ domφi , then there is
an elementδ ∈ ∆ such thatδ ◦ φ1 = φi ◦ γ on a neighborhood ofz. SinceV is an
F-open set,δ extends to an element of∆ defined onV. Hence(δ ◦φ1)z = (φ̃i ◦ γ)z.
As Φ is a covering or ramified covering, there exists an elementζ of Γ such that
φ̃i ◦ζ = δ ◦φ1 anddomζ = U . If γ(z) is not a branching point ofφi , thenζz = γz. If
γ(z) is a branching point ofφi , then we can find a pointw which is close enough toz
and is not a branching point. We still have(φ̃k◦γ)w = (φk◦ζ )w so thatζw = γw. By
analyticity, we haveζz = γz. If φ1 is a local biholomorphic diffeomorphism, then for
eachγ ∈ Γ U , φ̃k(γ) ◦ γ ◦φ−1

1 ∈ ∆V , wherek(γ) is determined byγ as above. Since
the number ofφi ’s is finite, this implies thatΓ U is a normal family. Ifq = 1 and
φ1 is ramified atp∈U , thenΓ U |U\{p} is a normal family. Since elements ofΓ U

are obtained via∆V , elements ofΓ U is bounded on a neighborhood ofp. Hence
Γ U is a normal family also in this case. ThereforeU is a wF-open set. Letγ ∈ ΓT ′

such thatdomγ ⊂U . If γ(x) ∈ domφi , then there is an open connected setU ′ of
domγ such thatx∈U ′, γ(U ′)⊂ domφi , and that there is an elementδ of ∆ such that
δ ◦φ1 = φi ◦γ holds onU ′. Sinceδ (φ1(U ′)) = φi(γ(U ′))⊂S′, δ ∈∆S′ andφi(γ(U ′))
is the union of F-open sets. Letz∈ γ(U ′) andηz ∈ (ΓT ′)z. If η(z) ∈ domφk, then
there is an elementµ ∈ ∆S′ such that(µ ◦ φi)z = (φk ◦η)z. Sinceφi(γ(U ′)) is the
union of F-open sets, we may assume by shrinkingU ′ that µ is well-defined on
φi(γ(U ′)) as an element of∆ . Moreoverµ(φi(γ(U ′))) ⊂ rangẽφk by the choice
of V, because we haveµ(φi(γ(U ′))) = µ(δ (φ1(U ′))) ⊂ µ ◦ δ (V). Now sinceΦ
is a (ramified) covering, there is an elementζ of Γ such thatµ ◦ φi = φ̃k ◦ ζ with
domζ = γ(U ′). We have(φ̃k ◦ ζ )z = (φk ◦η)z. By similar arguments as above,
we can verify thatζz = ηz and thatΓ γ(U ′) is a normal family. Henceγ(U ′) is a
wF-open set so thatU is an F-open set. Suppose thatΦ is a Galois covering with
a finite Galois group. Let̃U ⊂ F0(Γ ) and assume thatp|Ũ is a homeomorphism.

We setU = p(Ũ), wherep is the projection which generatesΦ. Let x ∈ U and
S′ ∈S such thatx∈ S′. If we setT ′ = p−1(S′), thenT ′ ∈ T becausep is a finite
covering. Let̃x∈ Ũ such thatp(x̃) = x andŨ ′ an F-open set forΓT ′ which contains
x̃. We setU ′ = p(Ũ ′). If y∈U ′ andδy ∈ (∆S′)y, then there is aγỹ ∈ (ΓT ′)ỹ such that
(p◦ γ)ỹ = (δ ◦ p)ỹ, whereỹ∈ T ′ such thatp(ỹ) = y. Then,γỹ extends to an element
of Γ defined onŨ ′. If z∈U ′, then(p◦γ)z̃ = (δ ′ ◦ p)z holds for someδ ′ ∈ ∆ , where
z̃ the unique element of̃U ′ such thatp(z̃) = z. Sincep is a homeomorphism, we
haveδ ′ = p◦ γ ◦ p−1 on a neighborhood ofz. Hencep◦ γ ◦ p−1 belongs to∆ , and
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its domain isU ′. As Γ Ũ ′
is a normal family,∆U ′

is also. HenceU ′ is a wF-open set
for ∆S′ . Let δ ∈ ∆S′ such thatdomδ ⊂U ′. We setV = domδ andṼ = p−1(V)∩Ũ ′.
Then, there is an elementγ ∈ Γ such thatp◦ γ = δ ◦ p becauseΦ is a covering.
Moreover,γ ∈ ΓT ′ by the definition ofT ′. As γ(Ṽ) is the union of wF-open sets,
δ (V) is also the union of wF-open sets. HenceU ′ is an F-open set for∆S′ . Therefore
U is the union of F-open sets for∆S′ , andU ⊂ F0(∆). ¤
Example 2.20.We definef : CP1→CP1 by f (z) = z2. LetΓ be the psg generated
by f and its local inverses onCP1\{0,∞}, thenF(Γ ) =CP1\({0,∞}∪{|z|= 1}).
We define f̃ : C→ C by f̃ (z) = 2z, and letΓ̃ the psg onC generated bỹf and
f̃−1. ThenF(Γ̃ ) = C \ {0}. Let p: C→ C \ {0} be the exponential map. Thenp
is a morphism from(Γ̃ ,C) to (Γ ,CP1), and a covering morphism from(Γ̃ ,C) to
(Γ ′,C \ {0}), whereΓ ′ denotes the restriction ofΓ to C \ {0}. We haveF(Γ ′) =
F(Γ ) andp−1(F(Γ ′)) = C\√−1R( F(Γ̃ ).

Example 2.21.1) of Theorem 2.19 does not always hold if we simply assume that
Φ is a morphism. LetT1 = T2 = C andT = T1qT2. We defineγ1 : T1 → T2 by
γ1(z) = z. Let γ2 be the restriction ofγ1 to the unit disc inT1. Then, we have
F(〈γ1〉) = T andF(〈γ2〉) = T \{z∈ T1 | |z| = 1}. The identity map ofT induces a
morphismΦ : (〈γ2〉,T)→ (〈γ1〉,T) but Φ−1(F(〈γ1〉)) F(〈γ2〉).

In the next section, we will introduce the notion of compactly generated psg’s.
Here we present two examples of non-compactly generated psg’s in advance. Fatou-
Julia decompositions of these psg’s are examined under a tentative definition in
[1]. The decompositions are as follows under Definition 2.2. Note that these psg’s
are generated by pseudogroups so that the conditions (wF) and (F) are equivalent.
Results are the same as in [1] but we proceed by correcting typographic errors.

Example 2.22([1, Examples 8.8 and 8.9]). Let γ : C→ C be the mapping given
by γ(z) = 2z, and〈γ〉 the group generated byγ . Let T = (C \ {0})/〈γ〉 andS=
{z∈ C | |z| < 1+ ε}, whereε is a small positive real number. LetO′ be a subset
of Sdefined byO′ = {z∈ C |1 < |z| < 1+ ε}, and letη : O′→ T be the mapping
induced by the inclusion ofO′ into C. We defineξ : T → T by ξ (z) = z2, and
let Γ be the pseudogroup generated byξ andη which acts onT1 = TqS. Then
J(Γpsg) = TqO′, whereO′ denotes the closure ofO′ in S(J(Γpsg) is written in [1] as
T1 in error). AlthoughΓ andΓpsgare not compactly generated, we haveJpg(Γ ) = T.

Example 2.23([1, Example 8.10]). Let D5+ε(0) be the open disc of radius5+
ε centered at0 and letT = T1qT2, whereT1 = T2 = D5+ε(0). We denote the
natural coordinates ofT1 andT2 by zandw, respectively. LetΓ be the pseudogroup
generated byγ0, γ1 andγ2 defined as follows. First set

Si = {z∈ Ti |25/(5+ ε) < |z|< 5+ ε}, i = 1,2,

and defineγ0 : S1→ S2 by γ0(z) = 25/z. Second, let

U1 = {re
√−1t ∈ T1 |1 < r < 2, |t|< δ},
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whereδ is chosen so small thatγ1 : U1 → T1 defined byγ1(z) = z2 is a diffeomor-
phism onto its image. Finally set

V1 = {re
√−1t ∈ T1 |2 < r < 4, |t|< δ},

and defineγ2 : U1 →V1 by γ2(z) = 2z. The action ofΓ is essentially onS1, andS2

andγ0 is added in order to be able to consider thatΓ is acting onCP1.
The pseudogroupΓ is not compactly generated. If we set

Ik = {e2−k+1
√−1δ t |1≤ t ≤ 4}, for k = 0,1, . . .,

Al = {2i/2l−1
e
√−1s| i = 0, . . . ,2l , |s| ≤ 2−l+1δ}, for l = 0,1, . . .,

(the definitions ofIk andAl are incorrect in [1]) then

J(Γpsg) = Jpg(Γ ) = [1,4]∪
∞⋃

k=0

Ik∪
∞⋃

l=1

Al .

Adding an irrational rotation toΓ as a generator, one can obtain a pseudogroupΓ1

such thatJ((Γ1)psg) = Jpg(Γ1) = {z∈ T1 |1≤ |z| ≤ 4}. The pseudogroupΓ1 is not
compactly generated, either.

In general, it is almost impossible to tell if a given point ofT belongs toF(Γ ) or
not. As in the classical cases,x∈ T belongs toJ(Γ ) if, for example,

1) there existsγ ∈ Γ such thatγ(x) = x and|γ ′|x > 1 (repelling fixed point),
2) there there existsγ ∈ Γ such thatγ(x) = x and|γ ′| = 1 but γk 6= id for any

positive integerk (parabolic or irrationally indifferent).

The dynamics onF(Γ ) is expected to be tame. We will later show that ifΓ = Γ×,
thenF(Γ ) admits aΓ -invariant Hermitian metric which is locally Lipschitz continu-
ous (Theorem 4.20). IfΓ is compactly generated, thenF(Γ ) admits a semi-invariant
metric which is locally Lipschitz continuous (Proposition 4.19 and Theorem 4.17).

3. COMPACTLY GENERATED PSEUDOSEMIGROUPS

The notion of compactly generated pseudogroups [8] is also valid for pseudogroups.

Definition 3.1. A pseudosemigroup(Γ ,T) is compactly generatedif there is a rela-
tively compact open setT ′ in T, and a finite collection of elements{γ1, . . . ,γr} of Γ
of which the domains and the ranges are contained inT ′ such that

1) {γ1, . . . ,γr} generatesΓT ′ , whereΓT ′ is the restriction ofΓ to T ′,
2) for eachγi , there exists an element̃γi of Γ such thatdomγ̃i contains the

closure ofdomγi , γ̃i |domγi = γi and thatγ̃i is étale on a neighborhood of
domγ̃i \domγi ,

3) the inclusion ofT ′ into T induces an equivalence fromΓT ′ to Γ .

(ΓT ′ ,T
′) is called areductionof (Γ ,T).

A reduction of(Γ ,T) is also denoted by(Γ ′,T ′).
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Remark3.2. If Γ is a compactly generated psg on a one-dimensional complex mani-
fold, thenΓ is étale or ramified. In addition, the last condition in 2) is equivalent to
Singγ̃i = Singγi .

Remark3.3. If pseudogroups are considered, then the condition 3) can be replaced
with a much weaker condition thatT ′ meets every orbit ofΓ .

Lemma 3.4. If (Γ ′,T ′) is a reduction of(Γ ,T), thenΓ×x meetsT ′ for anyx∈ T.

Proof. Let Φ be the morphism from(Γ ′,T ′) to (Γ ,T) generated by the inclusion,
which is an equivalence. ThenΨ = Φ−1 is an equivalence from(Γ ,T) to (Γ ′,T ′). If
x∈T, then there is an elementψ ∈Ψ defined on a neighborhood ofx andψ(x)∈T ′.
We may assume thatψ is a diffeomorphism andψ−1 ∈Φ. SinceΦ is a morphism,
there are elementsγ,ζ ∈Γ such that(γ ◦ψ−1)x = idx and(ζ ◦ id)x = (ψ−1)x. There-
foreζx = (γ−1)x andγψ−1(x) = ψψ−1(x) so that the restriction ofψ to a neighborhood
of x belongs toΓ×. ¤
Lemma 3.5. If Γ is a compactly generated pseudogroup, thenΓpsg is a compactly
generated psg.

Proof. Let (Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of(Γ ,T) and suppose thatΓ ′ = 〈γ1, . . . ,γr〉. If γ ∈
Γ and if x∈ domγ, then there are elementsγ ′ ∈ Γ ′ andα,β ∈ Γ such thatγ = β ◦
γ ′◦α holds on a neighborhood ofx. If ζ ∈Γpsgandy∈ domζ , then the restriction of
ζ to a neighborhood ofy belongs toΓ . Henceζ = β ◦ζ ′ ◦α holds for someζ ′ ∈Γ ′

andα,β ∈Γ . This implies that(Γ ′
psg,T

′) is equivalent to(Γpsg,T) becauseΓ ⊂Γ×
psg.

SinceΓ ′
psg is generated byγ1, . . . ,γr ,γ1

−1, . . . ,γr
−1, Γpsg is compactly generated.¤

Example 3.6.Let f be an endomorphism ofCP1, whereCP1 =C∪{∞}. If we set
Γ = 〈 f 〉, then(Γ ,CP1) is a compactly generated psg. Indeed,(Γ ,CP1) itself is a
reduction. Another reduction can be chosen as follows. LetU = {z∈C | |z|< 1+ε}
andV = {z∈ C | |z|> 1− ε}∪{∞}, whereε > 0 is a fixed small number. LetΓ =
〈 f , idU∩V〉 andT = UqV. Then(Γ ,T) is equivalent to the psg onCP1 generated
by f . Note that we can embedT into C. Let nowU ′ = {z∈ C | |z| < 1+ ε ′} and
V ′ = {z∈ C | |z| > 1− ε ′}∪ {∞}, whereε > ε ′ > 0. If we setT ′ = U ′qV ′ and
Γ ′ = Γ |T ′ , then(Γ ′,T ′) is a reduction of(Γ ,T). On the other hand, iff is an entire
map onC and if we regardf as a local mapping onCP1 with dom f = C, then〈 f 〉
is not compactly generated.

Example 3.7.Let Γ be the holonomy pseudogroup of a complex codimension-one
transversely holomorphic foliation of a closed manifold. ThenΓ is a compactly
generated pseudogroup, andΓpsg is a compactly generated pseudosemigroup.

Example 3.8.Even ifΓ is a compactly generated psg,Γ× needs not be a compactly
generated pseudogroup. Indeed, letΓ be the psg generated byf : z 7→ z2. Then
(Γ ,CP1) is compactly generated but(Γ×,CP1) is not.

The following properties are fundamental.
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Lemma 3.9. Let Φ : Γ → ∆ be a morphism which consists of open mappings. If
(Γ ,T) is compactly generated, thenΦ is also compactly generated. That is, there
is a finite subset{φi} of Φ with the following properties:

1) For any φ ∈ Φ and x ∈ domφ , there areφi , γ ∈ Γ× and δ ∈ ∆× such that
φ = δ ◦φi ◦ γ on a neighborhood ofx.

2) For eachi, domφi is relatively compact, and there is an elementφ̃i ∈Φ such
thatdomφi ⊂ domφ̃i andφi = φ̃i |domφi .

Proof. Let (Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of(Γ ,T). SinceT ′ is compact, we can find finite
subsets{φi} and{φ̃i} of Φ such thatdomφi is relatively compact,T ′ ⊂ ⋃

domφi ,
domφi ⊂ domφ̃i and φ̃i |domφi = φi . Let x ∈ T and suppose thatφ ∈ Φ is defined
on a neighborhood ofx. Then, there is an elementγ ∈ Γ× such thatγ(x) ∈ T ′,
and someφi is defined on a neighborhood ofγ(x). By taking a restriction, we may
assume thatγ ∈Γ×

0 . SinceΦ is a morphism, there are elementsδ ,δ ′ ∈ ∆× such that
φ ◦γ−1 = δ ◦φi andδ ′◦φ = φi ◦γ. AsΦ consists of open mappings,δ ′◦δ = idφi◦γ(x)
andδ ◦δ ′ = idφ(x), whereidy denotes the identity map on a neighborhood ofy∈ S.
Henceδ ∈ ∆× andφ = δ ◦φi ◦ γ on a neighborhood ofx. ¤
Lemma 3.10. Let (Γ ,T), (∆ ,S) be psg’s and suppose that(Γ ,T) is compactly
generated.

1) If Φ : Γ → ∆ is a covering or ramified covering, then(∆ ,S) is compactly
generated.

2) If (∆ ,S) is equivalent to(Γ ,T), then(∆ ,S) is compactly generated.

Proof. First we show 1). Let(Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of(Γ ,T). Then,Φ is com-
pactly generated with a set of generators{φi}i∈I as in Lemma 3.9. We may assume
that eachφi is a homeomorphism or a ramified covering with a single singularity.
Suppose thatΓ ′ = 〈γ1, . . . ,γr〉. We may assume that domains and ranges ofγi ’s are
contained in domains ofφk’s. Then, for eachi, φ j ◦ γi = δ ◦φk holds for somej,k
andδ ∈ ∆ . If we denote by∆ ′ the collection of elements of∆ obtained in this way,
then ∆ ′ is a finite set. If we setS′ =

⋃
i∈I φi(T ′ ∩ (domφi)), thenS′ is relatively

compact and(∆ ′,S′) is a reduction of(∆ ,S).
The proof of 2) is almost parallel. Let(Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of(Γ ,T) and

suppose thatΓ ′ = 〈γ1, . . . ,γr〉. Let Φ be an equivalence fromΓ to ∆ . Then,Φ is
compactly generated with a set of generators{φi} as in Lemma 3.9. LetD = {φi ◦
γ j ◦ φ−1

k }, where the composition in the right hand side is taken after restrictions
if necessary. ThenD is a finite set. We setS′ =

⋃r
i=1φi(T ′∩ (domφi)). ThenS′ is

relatively compact. Ifδ ∈ ∆ , then we may assume that there are elementsφ1,φ2∈Φ
such thatφ−1

2 ◦δ ◦φ1 ∈Γ by taking restrictions. HenceΦ|T ′ is an equivalence from
(Γ ′,T ′) to (〈D〉,S′). Let Ψ be the equivalence from(Γ ′,T ′) to (Γ ,T) induced by
the inclusion. Then,Φ ◦Ψ ◦ (Φ|T ′)−1 is equal to the morphism from(〈D〉,S′) to
(∆ ,S) induced by the inclusion. ¤

The next lemma is easy.
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Lemma 3.11. Assume that(Γ ,T) is compactly generated and let(Γ ′,T ′) be a re-
duction. If T ′ ⊂V ⊂ T andV is relatively compact, then(ΓV ,V) is also a reduction
of (Γ ,T).

4. FATOU SETS OF COMPACTLY GENERATED PSEUDOSEMIGROUPS

We pose the same assumption as Assumption 2.1 in this section.
Let (Γ ,T) be a compactly generated pseudosemigroup. Let(ΓT ′ ,T

′) be a reduc-
tion andΦ : ΓT ′ → Γ the equivalence induced by the inclusion.

Theorem 4.1.Let(Γ ,T) a compactly generated psg and(ΓT ′ ,T
′) a reduction. Then

F(Γ ) = Φ(F∗(ΓT ′)) andJ(Γ ) = Φ(J∗(ΓT ′)). In addition, we haveF0(Γ ) = F(Γ )
andJ0(Γ ) = J(Γ ).

Proof. Let T ′′ ∈ T . If T ′′ ⊂ T ′, thenF∗(ΓT ′)∩T ′′ ⊂ F∗(ΓT ′′) by Lemma 2.16. If
T ′′ ⊃ T ′, thenΦ induces an equivalence fromT ′ to T ′′, which we denote byΦ′.
We haveΦ′(F∗(ΓT ′)) = F∗(ΓT ′′) by Lemma 2.19. Moreover, sinceΦ is induced
by the inclusions,F∗(ΓT ′) = F∗(ΓT ′′)∩T ′. It follows thatF0(Γ )∩T ′ = F∗(ΓT ′) if
(ΓT ′ ,T

′) is a reduction. Therefore, ifT ′′⊃T ′, then we haveF0(Γ )∩T ′′= F∗(ΓT ′′) =
Φ′(F∗(ΓT ′)). On the other hand,Φ′(F∗(ΓT ′)) = Φ(F∗(ΓT ′))∩T ′′ by the definition
of Φ′. Since we can find an increasing sequenceTi in T such thatT =

⋃∞
i=1Ti , we

haveF0(Γ ) = Φ(F∗(ΓT ′)). By taking the complement, we haveJ0(Γ ) = Φ(J∗(ΓT ′)).
The above arguments show thatF0(Γ ) is an open subset ofT. HenceF(Γ ) = F0(Γ )
andJ(Γ ) = J0(Γ ). ¤

Remark4.2. Theorem 4.1 also holds for compactly generated pseudogroups (cf. [1]).
The proof is essentially the same and omitted.

Remark4.3. If (Γ ,T) is compactly generated and if(Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction, then
F(Γ ′) = F∗(ΓT ′) andJ(Γ ′) = J∗(ΓT ′).

Remark4.4. Let (Γ ,T) be a psg. Let{Dλ}λ∈Λ be an open covering ofT by balls in
Cq. If we setD =

∐
λ∈Λ Dλ , then elements ofΓ can be naturally regarded as local

mappings onD if their domains and ranges are contained inD. The psg(ΓD,D)
is equivalent to(Γ ,T), indeed, the inclusions ofDλ to T induce an equivalence.
Hence, if we discuss Fatou-Julia decompositions, we may assume thatT is the
disjoint union of open balls inCq, and that the closure of each balls are also disjoint.
Suppose now that(Γ ,T) is compactly generated and let(Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of
(Γ ,T). Then, we can find a finite covering ofT ′ by open balls{D′i}r

i=1 such that for
any i, there exists aλ such thatD′i ⊂ Dλ . If we setD′ =

∐r
i=1D′i , then(ΓD′ ,D

′) is
equivalent to(Γ ′,T ′). Hence we may assume that each connected component ofT ′

is an open ball and its closure is contained in a connected component ofT. In what
follows, we assume(Γ ,T) and(Γ ,T ′) are as above unless otherwise mentioned.
Finally note that ifq = 1 and ifU is a wF-open set for(Γ ′,T ′), then the familyΓ U

as in wF2) of Definition 2.2 is always normal by virtue of Montel’s theorem.
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Proposition 4.5. If Γ is compactly generated, then wF-open sets are F-open sets.
ThereforewF(Γ ) = F(Γ ) holds and so on.

Proof. Let (Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of(Γ ,T), {γ1, . . . ,γr} a set of generators ofΓ ′,
andΦ : Γ → Γ ′ the equivalence which is the inverse of the inclusion. Letd be a
positive real number such that any germ ofγi at a pointz∈ T ′ extends to an element
of Γ defined onDz(d). Let V be a wF-open set inT ′ and letγ ∈ Γ ′ such that
domγ ⊂V. We setU = domγ. If x∈U , then we can find an open subsetU ′ of U
such thatx∈U ′ and that the radius ofγ(U ′) is less thand/2 for any γ ∈ Γ V . Let
y∈ γ(U ′) and assume that an elementηy ∈ Γ ′

y is given. We denote byΓ ′(k)y the set
of the germs of elements ofΓ ′

y which can be represented as the composite of at most
k generators. ThenΓ ′

y =
⋃

Γ ′(k)y. If ηy ∈ Γ ′(1)y, namely,ηy = (γi)y for somei,
thenγi is well-defined onγ(U ′) by the choice ofd. Moreover, sinceγi ◦ γ ∈ Γ V , the
radius ofγi(γ(U ′)) is less thand/2. Suppose that ifηy ∈ Γ ′(k)y, thenηy extends
to an element ofΓ andη(γ(U ′)) is of radius less thand/2. If ηy ∈ Γ ′(k+ 1)y,
then we haveηy = (γi ◦ ζ )y for somei andζy ∈ Γ ′(k)y. By the assumption, we
may assume thatζ is well-defined onγ(U ′), and the radius ofζ (γ(U ′)) is less than
d/2. Again by the choice ofd, γi ◦ ζ extends to an element, sayθ , which is well-
defined onγ(U ′). Sinceθ ◦ γ ∈ Γ V , the radius ofθ(γ(U ′)) is less thand/2. By
the construction,θy = (γi ◦ζ )y = ηy. SinceΓ V is a normal family andγ is an open
mapping,Γ γ(U ′) is also a normal family. Thereforeγ(U ′) is a wF-open set. Sincey
is arbitrary,γ(U) is the union of wF-open sets. ¤

Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.5 imply that the definition of Fatou and Julia sets
of compactly generated psg’s (and pseudogroups) can be quite reduced compared
with those of general psg’s. Indeed they be defined without taking infinite number
of intersections and unions, nor taking interiors and closures. Moreover, it suffices
to deal with wF-open sets instead of F-open sets.

Remark4.6. The technique usingΓ ′(k)y in the proof of Proposition 4.5 is from
[5, Lemme 2.2]. It is frequently used in what follows.

Fatou sets of compactly generated semigroups have a property similar to those of
finitely generated semigroups acting onCP1 [9], [19].

Lemma 4.7. Suppose that(Γ ,T) is compactly generated. Let(Γ ′,T ′) be a reduc-
tion of (Γ ,T) and{γ1, . . . ,γr} a set of generators ofΓ ′. Then

F(Γ ′) =
r⋂

i=1

(γ−1
i (F(Γ ′))∪ (T ′ \ (domγi))).

Proof. It suffices to show thatF(Γ ′)⊃⋂r
i=1(γ−1

i (F(Γ ′))∪(T ′\(domγi))) by Lemma 2.18.
Suppose thatx∈⋂r

i=1(γ−1
i (F(Γ ′))∪ (T ′ \ (domγi))). If x∈ domγi , then there is an

open neighborhoodUi of x such thatγi(Ui) is an F-open set. We setU =
⋂

x∈domγi
Ui .

If γy ∈ Γ ′
y , wherey ∈ U , then γy = (ζ ◦ γi)y holds for somei and ζγi(y) ∈ Γ ′

γi(y)
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unlessγy = (idT)y. Sinceζγi(y) extends to an element ofΓ defined onγi(U), γy

extends toU . ThereforeU is an F-open set which containsx. HenceF(Γ ′) ⊃⋂r
i=1(γ−1

i (F(Γ ′))∪ (T ′ \ (domγi))). ¤

Remark4.8. If Γ = 〈 f 〉, where f is an endomorphism ofCP1, then Lemmata 2.18
and 4.7 are reduced to the usual equalitiesF(〈 f 〉) = f (F(〈 f 〉)) = f−1(F(〈 f 〉)) and
J(〈 f 〉) = f (J(〈 f 〉)) = f−1(J(〈 f 〉)). Similarly, if f1, . . . , fr are endomorphisms of
CP1, thendom fi =CP1 for anyi so that we haveF(Γ ′) =

⋂r
i=1 f−1

i (F(Γ ′)), where
Γ ′ = 〈 f1, . . . , fr〉. This is the case studied in [9] and [19].

Example 4.9. Lemma 4.7 fails ifΓ is not compactly generated and if we do not
include idT in the set of generators. LetT1 = T2 = CP1 and defineγi : T1 → T2

by γi(z) = iz, andζ : T2 → T2 by ζ (z) = z2. If we setΓn = 〈ζ ,γ1, . . . ,γn〉 andΓ =
〈ζ ,γ1, . . .〉, thenΓn is compactly generated andΓ is not. We haveJ(Γn) = (

⋃n
i=1{z∈

T1 | |z| = 1/i})∪S1 and J(Γ ) = (
⋃∞

i=1{z∈ T1 | |z| = 1/i} ∪ {01})∪S1, where01

is the origin inT1 and S1 is the unit circle inT2. It is easy to see thatF(Γn) =
(ζ−1(F(Γn))∪T1)∩

⋂n
i=1(γ

−1
i (F(Γn))∪T2) and(ζ−1(F(Γ ))∪T1)∩

⋂∞
i=1(γ−1

i (F(Γ ))∪
T2) = (T1\ (

⋃∞
i=1{z∈ T1 | |z|= 1/i}))∩ (T2\S1)) F(Γ ).

1) of Theorem 2.19 holds in a strong form for compactly generated psg’s.

Proposition 4.10. Let (Γ ,T) and (∆ ,S) be psg’s and assume that(Γ ,T) is com-
pactly generated. IfΦ : Γ → ∆ is either anétale morphism or a ramified morphism
if q = 1, thenΦ−1(F(∆))⊂ F(Γ ).

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.19 but it suffices to deal with wF-
open sets instead of F-open sets by Proposition 4.5. Let(Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of
(Γ ,T) with Γ ′ = 〈γ1, . . . ,γr〉. Let d0 > 0 such that the germ of anyγi at a point
p in T ′ extends to an element ofΓ defined onDp(d0). We retain other notations
in the proof of Theorem 2.19. LetU be an open subset ofΦ−1(F(∆)) andW an
open subset ofF(∆)∩ rangeφ1. We assume thatW is a wF-open set inF∗(∆S′). By
shrinkingW if necessary, we may assume that ifδ ∈ ∆W and if δ (W)∩ rangeφk 6=
∅, thenδ (W)⊂ rangẽφk and the radius of̃φ−1

k (δ (W)) is less thand0/2. Finally, let
V be a connected open subset ofφ−1

1 (W) such that the radius ofV is less thand0.
Let y∈V andζy ∈ Γ ′

y . Then,ζy ∈ Γ ′(m)y for somem. If m= 1, thenζ is well-
defined onV by the choice ofd0. If ζ (y) ∈ domφk, then there is an elementδ ∈ ∆
such that(φk ◦ ζ )y = (δ ◦ φ1)y. Note thatδ is defined onW as an element of∆ .
Sinceζ (V)⊂ φ̃−1

k (δ ◦φ1(V)), the radius ofζ (V) is less thand0/2. Assume that the
same holds form, and letζy ∈ Γ ′(m+ 1)y. We haveζy = (γi ◦η)y for somei and
η ∈ Γ ′(m). By the assumption,η is well-defined onV and the radius ofη(V) is
less thand0/2. Suppose thatη(y) ∈ domφ j andγi(η(y)) ∈ domφl . Then there is an
elementδ1 ∈ ∆W such thatφ j ◦η = δ1◦φ1. Note thatrangẽφ j ⊃ δ1(φ1(V)). On the
other hand, there is an elementδ ′ ∈ ∆S′ such that(φl ◦ γi)η(y) = (δ ′ ◦φ j)η(y). Then,
γi ◦η is well-defined onV, and(φl ◦ (γi ◦η))y = (δ ′ ◦ φ j ◦η)y = ((δ ′ ◦ δ1) ◦ φ1)y.
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Sinceδ ′ ◦δ1 is well-defined onW, we haveφ̃l ◦ (γi ◦η) = (δ ′ ◦δ1)◦φ1. Therefore,
the radius of(γi ◦η)(V) is less thand0/2, and if we setδ2 = δ ′ ◦δ1, thenδ2 ∈ ∆W

andφ̃l ◦ (γi ◦η) = δ2◦φ1. Finally since∆W is a normal family,Γ V is also a normal
family. HenceV is a wF-open set forΓ ′ = ΓT ′ . ¤

Proposition 4.11. If Γ is a compactly generated pseudogroup, thenFpg(Γ ) =
F(Γpsg) andJpg(Γ ) = J(Γpsg).

Proof. Let (Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of(Γ ,T) in the sense of pseudogroups. Then,
(Γ ′

psg,T
′) is a reduction of(Γpsg,T). By Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show that

J∗pg(Γ ′) = J∗(Γ ′
psg). Let U be a wF-open subset ofF∗pg(Γ ′) and x ∈ U . If γ is

the germ of an element ofΓ ′
psg at x, thenγ is the germ of an element ofΓ ′. Hence

γ extends to an element ofΓ defined onU , and(Γpsg)U = Γ U . ThereforeU is a
wF-open set forΓ ′

psg.
Conversely letU ⊂ F∗(Γ ′

psg) be a wF-open set in the sense of psg’s. ThenU ⊂
Fpg(Γ ′). Indeed, let{γ1, . . . ,γr} be a set of generators ofΓ ′. There is ad1 > 0 such
that if γ is the germ of one of theγi ’s at a point, sayx, in T ′, thenγ is extends to
an element ofΓ defined onDx(2d1). Let x ∈ U andV = Dx(d1). By shrinking
V if necessary, we may assume thatV ⊂ U and thatγ(V) is contained in ball of
radiusd1 for any γ ∈ Γ U

psg. Let y ∈ V and Γ ′(k)y the set of germs of elements
of Γ ′ which can be represented as the composite of at mostk generators. Then
Γ ′

y =
⋃∞

k=0Γ ′(k)y. Let γy ∈ Γ ′(k)y. If k = 1, thenγy extends to an element ofΓ
defined onV. Suppose that germs of elements ofΓ ′(k)y extends to an element ofΓ
defined onV, and letγy an element ofΓ ′(k+1)y. If we decomposeγy = (γi ◦ ζ )y,
whereζy ∈ Γ ′(k)y, thenζy extends to an element ofΓ defined onV. Sinceζ (V) is
contained in a disc of radiusd1 andζ (y) ∈ T ′, γi ◦ζ is well-defined onV. As being
the composite of diffeomorphisms,γi ◦ζ belongs toΓ . SinceΓ V ⊂ (Γpsg)U , Γ V is
a normal family. ¤

Proposition 4.12. Let (Γ ,T) be a compactly generated pseudogroup, and denote
by F ′(Γ ) andJ′(Γ ) its Fatou and Julia sets in the sense of[1], respectively. Then
F ′(Γ ) = Fpg(Γ ) = F(Γpsg) andJ′(Γ ) = Jpg(Γ ) = J(Γpsg).

Proof. Let (Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of(Γ ,T) andΦ be the equivalence from(Γ ′,T ′)
to (Γ ,T) induced by the inclusion. ThenF ′(Γ )= Φ(F∗pg(ΓT ′)) andJ′(Γ )= Φ(J∗pg(ΓT ′)).
Hence the claim follows from Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.11. ¤

Example 2.3, Proposition 4.11 and [1, Example 8.3] are summarized as follows.

Theorem 4.13.The Julia sets of rational mappings onCP1, the limit sets of finitely
generated Kleinian groups acting onCP1 and the Julia set of compactly generated
pseudogroups in the sense of[1] can be regarded as Julia sets of compactly gen-
erated pseudosemigroups. If we regard entire mappings onC as local mapping on
CP1, then their Julia sets can be regarded as Julia sets of non-compactly generated
pseudosemigroups.
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Proof. If Γ is a finitely generated Kleinian group, thenΓ generates a compactly gen-
erated pseudogroup onCP1. If we denote this pseudogroup byΓpg, thenJpg(Γpg)
coincides with the limit set ofΓ ([1, Example 8.3]). ¤

We refer to [15] and [16] for properties of the Julia sets of mapping iterations, to
[14] for properties of the limit sets of Kleinian groups.

Remark4.14. Even if Γ is a Kleinian group but not finitely generated, we can re-
gard(Γ,CP1) as a pseudogroup or a pseudosemigroup, which are not compactly
generated.

Remark4.15. Let (Γ ,T) be a compactly generated pseudosemigroup. IfT = CP1,
then it is natural to assume thatΓ is generated by rational mappings and biholo-
morphic diffeomorphisms defined onCP1. It is well-known that the Julia sets are
infinite set (in fact, perfect) and the limit sets are also infinite unless they consist
of at most2 points. In view of Theorem 4.13, such a property can be seen as
one of common properties of Julia sets of groups and semigroups acting onCP1.
On the other hand, ifT 6= CP1, then there are examples of compactly generated
pseudogroups of which Julia sets are finite but consist of more than2 points [1, Ex-
amples 8.1 and 8.2].

Dynamics onF(Γ ) is expected to be tame. For example, on the Julia sets of
rational mappings and on the limit sets of finitely generated Kleinian groups, the
Γ -action is contracting or isometric with respect to the hyperbolic metric except
elementary cases. We can find a volume form which has a similar property. If
q = 1, then we can find a metric.

Let (Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of(Γ ,T). We may assume thatT ′ =
∐r

i=1T ′i , where
eachT ′i is the unit open ball inCq (see Remark 4.4). Letηε , 0< ε < 1, be a smooth
non-negative function onR such that

1) ηε(t) = 1 on (−∞,1− ε],
2) ηε is strictly decreasing on[1− ε,1],
3) ηε(t) = 0 on [1,+∞).

Definition 4.16. Let zi = (z1
i , . . . ,z

q
i ) be the standard coordinates onT ′i and set

hi(zi) = ηε(‖zi‖), where‖ · ‖ denotes the standard norm onCq. The set of functions
{hi} is denoted byh and considered as a function onT ′. We will represent functions
and differential forms onT ′ in the same way. We define a functionf onT ′ by

f (x) = sup
γ∈(Γ ′)x

|Jγx|h(γ(x)),

where|Jγx| denotes the absolute value of the Jacobian ofγ at x. We setg = f 2g0

if q = 1, ω = f 2µ0 if q≥ 1, whereg0 andµ0 denote the standard Hermitian metric
and volume form onCq, respectively. We denoteg0 also bydz⊗dz̄.
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A metric or a volume form as above is said to be lower semicontinuous (resp. lo-
cally Lipschitz continuous) iff is lower semicontinuous (resp. locally Lipschitz
continuous).

Theorem 4.17(cf. [1, Lemmata 3.8 and 3.9]). The metricg and volume formω in
Definition 4.16 are lower semicontinuous onT ′. Moreover,g andω are finite and
locally Lipschitz continuous onF(Γ ′).

Proof. The first part is easy. We will show the second part. Letx ∈ F(Γ ′) andU
a wF-open set which containsx. ThenΓ U is a normal family so thatsupγ∈Γ U |Jγx|
and f (x) are finite. By slightly shrinkingU , we may assume that there exists an
m> 0 such that

∣∣Jγy
∣∣≤m holds for anyy∈U andγy ∈ Γ ′

y becauseΓ U is a normal
family. We may also assume thatU = Dx(d). We will show the following
Claim. There areε1 > 0, d1 andc > 0 such that ify∈ Dx(d1) andh(γ(y))

∣∣Jγy
∣∣ >

f (y)− ε1, thenγ ∈ Γ ′
y induces an element ofΓ ′ defined onDx(d1), and|Jγw| ≥ c

for anyw∈ Dx(d1).
Let ε1 be a positive real number less thanf (x)/2. Then there is a positive real

numberd2 such thatf (y)− f (x) > ε1 for y∈ Dx(d2) by the lower semicontinuity
of f . It follows that f (y)− ε1 > f (x) > f (x)

2 becausef (x) > 0. Hence, if|x−y| <
min{d,d2} andh(γ(y))

∣∣Jγy
∣∣ > f (y)− ε1, thenh(γ(y)) ≥ f (x)

2m > 0. It follows that
there is a compact subsetK′ of T ′ independent ofy such thath(γ(y))

∣∣Jγy
∣∣ > f (y)−

ε1 holds only ifγ(y) ∈ K′. Note that under the same assumptions, we have
∣∣Jγy

∣∣ >

f (y)−ε1 > f (x)
2 . SinceΓ U is a normal family, there is ad3 > 0 such that|Jγw| ≥ f (x)

3
holds if |w−y| < d3. Let ε2 be a positive real number such thatDK′(ε2) ⊂ T ′,
andd4 a positive real number such that the radius ofγ(Dx(d4)) is less thanε2/2
if γ ∈ Γ U . We setd1 = min{d,d2,d3/2,d4} andc = f (x)/3. If y ∈ Dx(d1) and
h(γ(y))

∣∣Jγy
∣∣ > f (y)− ε1, thenγ(y) ∈ K′. If we denote again byγ the extension

of γy to an element ofΓ U , thenγ(Dx(d1)) ⊂ Dγ(y)(ε2) ⊂ T ′. Henceγ ∈ Γ ′. If
w∈ Dx(d1), then|y−w|< d3 so that|Jγw| ≥ c. This completes the proof of Claim.
Note that such aγ belongs toΓ U .

Let ε3 be any positive real number less thanε1 and assume thaty,z∈ Dx(d1).
Let γ ∈ Γ ′

y such thath(γ(y))
∣∣Jγy

∣∣ > f (y)− ε3. Thenγz∈ Γ ′
z so thath(γ(z)) |Jγz| ≤

f (z). Hencef (y)− f (z) < h(γ(y))
∣∣Jγy

∣∣−h(γ(z)) |Jγz|+ ε3. SinceΓ U is a normal
family and eachhi is Lipschitz continuous, there is a Lipschitz constantL for h◦ γ
independent ofγ , namely, |h(γ(y))−h(γ(z))| ≤ L |y−z| holds independent ofγ
(note that it suffices to assume that eachhi is locally Lipschitz continuous if we
reduced1 if necessary). On the other hand, for eachγ , we have

∣∣Jγy
∣∣−|Jγz|=

∣∣Jγy
∣∣2−|Jγz|2∣∣Jγy
∣∣+ |Jγz|

≤ 1
2c

sup
w∈Dx(d1)

2|Jγw|q!L1(γ)q−1L2(γ) |y−z| ,
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onU , where

L1(γ) = sup
1≤i, j≤q

w∈Dx(d1)

∣∣∣∣
∂γ i

∂zj (w)
∣∣∣∣ , L2(γ) = sup

1≤i, j,k≤q
w∈Dx(d1)

∣∣∣∣
∂ 2γ i

∂zj∂zk

∣∣∣∣ .

Again sinceΓ U is a normal family, the above inequality implies that there is a
constantL′ independent ofγ such that

∣∣Jγy
∣∣−|Jγz| ≤ L′ |y−z|. Therefore,

f (y)− f (z)− ε3 < h(γ(y))(
∣∣Jγy

∣∣−|Jγz|)+(h(γ(y))−h(γ(z))) |Jγz|
≤ L′ |y−z|+L |y−z|m
= (L′+Lm) |y−z| .

Since this estimate is independent of the choice ofγ, ε3 can be arbitrarily small.
Hencef (y)− f (z)≤ (L′+Lm) |y−z|.

By exchanging the role ofy and z, we have f (z)− f (y) ≤ (L′ + Lm) |y−z| if
y,z∈ Dx(d1). This completes the proof. ¤

Note that we need only the compactness ofT ′ in the construction. The fact that
Γ is compactly generated is used only to regard the metric onF(Γ ′) as a metric
onF(Γ ).

Definition 4.18. Let g1 andg2 be Hermitian metrics onF(Γ ). If z∈ F(Γ ), then
we denote by(g1)z the metric onTzF(Γ ). Suppose that we haveg1 = f 2

1dz⊗ dz̄
andg2 = f 2

2dz⊗dz̄on a neighborhood ofz. If f1(z)≤ f2(z), then we write(g1)z≤
(g2)z. Note that this condition is independent of the choice of charts aboutz. If
(g1)z≤ (g2)z holds onF(Γ ), then we writeg1≤ g2. If ω1 andω2 are volume forms
onF(Γ ), then we sayω1≤ ω2 in the same way.

The action ofΓ onF(Γ ) has the following property which we callsemi-invariance.

Proposition 4.19. If x∈ F(Γ ′) and ifγ ∈Γ ′ is defined on a neighborhood ofx, then
γ∗g≤ g andγ∗ω ≤ ω. If γ ∈ (Γ ′)×, thenγ∗g = g andγ∗ω = ω.

Note that ifx ∈ F(Γ ′), γ ∈ Γ ′ andJγx = 0, then(γ∗g)x = 0 so that there is no
Γ ′-invariant metric (nor volume form) onF(Γ ′).
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Proof. If |Jγx| = 0, then(γ∗g)x = 0. Suppose that|Jγx| 6= 0. If we setΓ ′
γ(x) ◦ γ =

{ζ ◦ γ |ζ ∈ Γ ′
γ(x)}, thenΓ ′

γ(x) ◦ γ ⊂ Γ ′
x . It follows that

f (γ(x)) = sup
ζ∈Γ ′

γ(x)

|Jζγ(x)|h(ζ (γ(x)))

=
1
|Jγx| sup

η∈Γ ′
γ(x)◦γ

|Jηx|h(η(x))

≤ 1
|Jγx| sup

η∈Γ ′
x

|Jηx|h(η(x))

=
1
|Jγx| f (x).

Hence(γ∗g)x≤ gx and(γ∗ω)x≤ ωx. ¤

Theorem 4.20.Let (Γ ,T) be a psg which is not necessarily compactly generated.
Suppose thatΓ = Γ×. If q= 1, then there is an invariant Hermitian metric onF(Γ )
which is locally Lipschitz continuous. In general, there is an invariant volume form
onF(Γ ) which is locally Lipschitz continuous.

Note thatΓ = Γ× holds if and only ifΓ is generated by a pseudogroup. Indeed,
Γ× = 〈Γ×

0 〉. See Definition 1.8.

Proof. We show the theorem forg because the proof forω is completely parallel.
By replacing(Γ ,T) by equivalence we may assume thatT ⊂ C. We will construct
a metric onF(Γ ). Let {Ti}∞

i=1 ⊂ T such thatTi ⊂ Ti+1 andT =
⋃∞

i=1Ti . We have
F(Γ ) = int

(⋂∞
i=1F∗(ΓTi)

)
by Lemma 2.16, whereint denotes the interior. Lethi ,

wherei > 1, be a smooth function onT such that

1) hi is positive onTi .
2) hi = 1 onTi−1.
3) If x,y∈ Ti \Ti−1 and ifd(x,Ti−1) < d(y,Ti−1) thenhi(x) > hi(y).
4) hi = 0 onT \Ti ,

whered denotes the distance with respect to the standard Hermitian metric onC.
We setFi = F(Γ )∩Ti . Letg2 be the metric onF∗(ΓT2) obtained fromh2

2dz⊗dz̄as in
Definition 4.16, namely, we setf (z) = supγ∈ΓT2

|Jγx|h2(γ(x)) andg2 = f 2dz⊗dz̄.
Then, g2 is invariant under theΓT2-action. We have a metriĉg1 on F1 with the
following properties withk = 1:

1) ĝk is invariant under theΓ -action.
2) There are a neighborhoodF ′k of Fk∩F(Γ ) in F(Γ ) and a locally Lipschitz

continuous,Γ -invariant metricĝ′k on F ′k such that the restriction of̂g′k to Fk

is equal tôgk (indeed it suffices to definêg′k = gk+1|F ′k).
We call this condition the condition (Mk). We extend̂g′1 to a metricg′3 on ΓT3(F

′
1)

by theΓT3-action. This is indeed possible. Letx∈ ΓT3(F
′
1) and letγ1,γ2 ∈ ΓT3 such

thatγ1(x),γ2(x) ∈ F ′1. If |(Jγ1)x| 6= |(Jγ2)x|, then we setη = γ2◦ (γ1)−1. The family
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{ηn}n∈Z cannot be normal on any neighborhood ofx. Hence|(Jγ1)x|= |(Jγ2)x| so
that the extension exists.

If we denote byG1 the closure ofΓT3(F1) in F3, thenG1 ⊂ ΓT3(F
′
1). Indeed, let

x∈ G1 andU an F-open set forΓT3 which containsx. We can find a sequence{xi}
in F1 and a sequence{γi} in ΓT3 such that{γi(xi)} converges tox. We may assume
that γi(xi) ∈ U . Let d > 0 such thatDx(d) ⊂ F ′1 if x ∈ F1. We may also assume
that if γ ∈ Γ U , then the radius ofγ(U) < d/8. We regardγ−1

1 as an element ofΓ U

and setyi = γ−1
1 γi(xi). As {γi(xi)} converges tox, {yi} converges toy = γ−1

1 (x).
On the other hand, if we denote byd(p,q) the Euclidean distance betweenp andq,
thend(yi ,y)≤ d(yi ,y1)+d(y,y1)≤ d/4+d/4 < d. Thereforey∈ F ′1 and we have
x = γ1(y) ∈ ΓT3(F

′
1).

Let f̂1 be the function onG1 such thatg′3 = f̂ 2
1dz⊗dz̄, and let f̃1 = f̂1/(1+ f̂1).

Then, we can find an extensionϕ3 of f̃1 to F3 such thatϕ3 is locally Lipschitz
continuous and0 < ϕ3 < 1 holds. We setψ3 = h3ϕ3/(1−ϕ3) andg̃′3 = ψ2

3dz⊗dz̄.
Let ĝ3 be the metric onF3 constructed fromg′3 as in Definition 4.16, namely, we
set f (z) = supγ∈ΓT3

|Jγx|h3(γ(x))Ψ3(γ(x)) and ĝ3 = f 2dz⊗ dz̄. Sinceg′3|F1 = ĝ1,

g̃′3|ΓT3(F1) ≤ ĝ1 and sinceg′3 is ΓT3-invariant, we havêg3|F1 = ĝ1. If we set ĝ2 =
ĝ3|F2, thenĝ2 satisfies the condition (M2). By repeating this procedure inductively,
we obtain a Hermitian metric onF(Γ ) which isΓ -invariant and locally Lipschitz
continuous. ¤

Example 4.21(see also Example 2.11). We defineγ : CP1 → CP1 by γ(z) = z2.
Then,J(γ) = {|z|= 1}. If we set

f (z) =





1 if |z| ≤ 1
2,

2k |z|2k−1 if 2−
1

2k−1 ≤ |z| ≤ 2−
1
2k ,

2k |z|−2k−1 if 2
1
2k ≤ |z| ≤ 2

1
2k−1 ,

1
|z|2 if |z| ≥ 2,

theng = f 2dz⊗ dz̄ gives a Hermitian metric onCP1 \ {|z| = 1} which is locally
Lipschitz continuous and semi-invariant under the action ofΓ , whereΓ = 〈γ〉.
On the other hand, if we consider the Poincaré metric on the unit disc, thenγ is
contracting by the Schwarz lemma. Hence the Poincaré metrics on the unit disc
andCP1 \ {|z| ≤ 1} give rise to a Hermitian metric onCP1 \ {|z| = 1} which is
of classCω and semi-invariant under the action ofΓ . On the other hand, there is
no Γ -invariant metric onF(Γ ). Indeed,0 ∈ F(Γ ) but (γ∗g)0 = 0 for any metric
g onF(Γ ).

Let Γ̂ be the psg generated byγ |CP1\{0,∞} and its local inverses. ThenF(Γ̂ ) =
C \ (S1∪{0}). An invariant metric onF(Γ̂ ) is given bydz⊗ dz̄/(|z| log|z|)2 on
{0 < |z|< 1}. We can find on{1 < |z|} a metric of the same kind.
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Remark4.22. If Γ is a compactly generated pseudogroup, then we can classify
Fatou components. By using the classification, we can always find aΓ -invariant
metric of classCω [1, Theorem 4.21]. See also Theorem 5.9.

Remark4.23. Let S1 = S2 =C and we denote byDi(r) the open disc inSi of radius
r and centered at the origin. Letγ : S1→S2 be the identity map. We setT = S1qS2

andΓ = 〈γ〉. ThenF(Γ ) = T. We defineTi ∈ T by settingTi = D1(i)qD2(i).
Then the metric obtained from{Ti} is equal to the one induced from the standard
Hermitian metric onC.

A kind of the converse of Theorem 4.17 holds for compactly generated psg’s. A
metricg on an open subsetU of T is said to bebounded from belowif there exists
c > 0 such thatcg0≤ g holds onU , whereg0 is the standard metric onCq.

Proposition 4.24(cf. [1, Lemma 2.6]). Let (Γ ,T) be a compactly generated psg. If
U is forwardΓ -invariant and ifU admits a continuous Hermitian metric which is
semi-invariant and bounded from below, thenU ⊂ F(Γ ).

Proof. By Proposition 4.5, it suffices to show thatU is contained inwF(Γ ). Let
(Γ ′,T ′) be a reduction of(Γ ,T) and suppose thatΓ ′ = 〈γ1, . . . ,γr〉. Then, there
existsd > 0 such that the germ ofγi at x∈ T ′ extends to an element ofΓ defined
onDx(d), whereDx(d) denotes thed-ball centered atx with respect to the standard
metric. If y∈U , then letV = Dg

y(cd/4), whereDg
y(cd/4) denotes the (cd/4)-ball

centered aty with respect tog. SinceDg
y(cd/4) ⊂ Dy(d/2), we may assume that

V ⊂U . Letz∈V andγz∈Γ ′(k)z, whereΓ ′(k)z denotes the set of germs of elements
of Γ ′ which can be represented at most the composition ofk generators. Ifk = 1,
thenγz extends to an element, sayγ, of Γ defined onV. Moreover, sinceg is semi-
invariant, we haveγ(V) = γ(Dg

y(cd/4)) ⊂ Dg
γ(y)(cd/4) ⊂ Dγ(y)(d/2) ⊂ Dγ(z)(d).

Assume thatγz∈Γ ′(k)z extends to an element, sayγ, of Γ defined onV, andγ(V)⊂
Dγ(z)(d). If γz ∈ Γ ′(k+ 1)z, then we haveγz = (γi ◦ ζ )z for someζz ∈ Γ ′(k)z and
γi . By the assumption,ζz extends to an element, sayζ , of Γ defined onV, and
ζ (V)⊂Dζ (z)(d). As γi also extends toDζ (z)(d) becauseζ (z)∈ T ′, (γi ◦ζ )z extends
to an element, sayη , of Γ defined onV, and we haveη(V)⊂Dη(z)(d) by the same
argument as above. ¤

If g is not bounded from below, then the conclusion fails. See Example 5.13. If
(Γ ,T) is not compactly generated, then there is also a counterexample.

Example 4.25.Let T1 = T2 = C and let f : T1 → T2 be the inclusion of the open
unit disc viewed as a local mapping. Then, the metric onT1qT2 induced from the
standard metric onC is invariant under〈 f 〉 butJ(〈 f 〉) = {z∈ T1 | |z|= 1}.
5. FATOU-JULIA DECOMPOSITION FOR SINGULAR HOLOMORPHIC FOLIATIONS

For generalities on singular holomorphic foliations we refer to [2] and [20]. Here we
follow the latter. LetM be a connected complex manifold andTM the holomorphic
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tangent bundle ofM. We denote byOM the tangent sheaf ofM. If S is a coherent
sheaf onM, then we set

Sing(S ) = {x∈M |Sx is notOM,x-free},
whereSx andOM,x denote the stalks atx of S andOM, respectively. Therank of
S is defined to be the rank of the locally free sheafS|M\Sing(S ), and denoted by
rankS .

Definition 5.1. The tangent sheafF of a singular foliation ofM is an integrable
coherent subsheaf ofOM, that is,F is a coherent subsheaf ofOM such that

[Fx,Fx]⊂Fx for x∈M \S(F ),

where
S(F ) = Sing(OW/F ).

The setS(F ) is called thesingular set ofF . Thedimension ofF is defined to be
rankF and denoted bydimF . Thecodimension ofF is defined to bedimM−
rankF and denoted bycodimF .

We callF a singular foliation by abuse of notation.

Remark5.2. S(F ) is an analytic set which containsSingF .

Let M be a complex manifold andF a singular foliation ofM. Then,F defines
a non-singular foliation of codimensioncodimF on M \S(F ), which we denote
by F reg.

Let M be a complex manifold andF a singular foliation ofM. We choose a
complete transversalT for F reg, and letΓ be the holonomy pseudogroup ofF reg

with respect toT. Note thatFpg(Γ ) andJpg(Γ ) areΓ -invariant.

Definition 5.3. We set

F0(F ) = the saturation ofFpg,0(Γ ) by leaves ofF reg,

J0(F ) = M \F0(F ),

F(F ) = the saturation ofFpg(Γ ) by leaves ofF reg,

J(F ) = M \F(F ).

If we replaceT by another complete transversalT ′, then the holonomy pseudo-
group with respect toT ′ is equivalent toΓ . HenceF0(F ), J0(F ), F(F ) andJ(F )
are well-defined.

Remark5.4. Note thatF(F ) is the interior ofF0(F ) andJ(F ) = J0(F ). Note
also thatS(F ) ⊂ J0(F ) ⊂ J(F ) by the definition. Actually,J(F ) \S(F ) is the
saturation ofJpg(Γ ), whereΓ is the holonomy pseudogroup ofF .

We can findF(F ) andJ(F ) as follows. We denote byp andq the real dimension
and complex codimension ofF reg, respectively. LetU = {Uλ}λ∈Λ be a foliation
atlas forF reg, namely,
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1) eachUλ is homeomorphic toVλ ×Dλ , whereVλ is an open subset ofRp and
Dλ is an open subset ofCq, and

2) the connected components of the intersection of leaves ofF reg with Uλ is
given byVλ ×{p}, p∈ Dλ .

We may assume{Uλ}λ∈Λ is a refinement of a foliation atlas, and eachUλ is rela-
tively compact. In addition, we assume without loss of generality that eachDλ is an
open ball. We setT =

∐
λ∈Λ Dλ and letΓ be the holonomy pseudogroup with re-

spect toT. We assume without generality thatΛ is countable, and denote the indices
by i. If we setTk =

∐k
i=1Dk, thenFpg,0(Γ ) =

⋂∞
k=1 F̃∗pg(ΓTk) (see also Lemma 2.16).

The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.20.

Theorem 5.5. If q = 1, thenF(F ) admits a transverse invariant Hermitian metric
which is transversely Lipschitz continuous. In generalF(F ) admits a transverse
invariant volume form which is transversely Lipschitz continuous.

Indeed, ifΓ is the holonomy pseudogroup ofF reg with respect to a complete
transversalT, then T admits aΓ -invariant Hermitian metric which is Lipschitz
continuous. Transverse invariant volume form can be constructed in the same way.

If M is closed andS(F ) = ∅, thenΓ is compactly generated so that we may
assume(Γ ,T) is equivalent to(ΓTk,Tk) for somek. If moreoverF is of codimension
one, then we have a transversely holomorphic foliation of complex codimension
one, and a Fatou-Julia decomposition of such a foliation is given in [6], [8] and [1].
We denote the Fatou and Julia sets ofF in the sense of [1] byFfol(F ) andJfol(F ),
respectively. Then by the definitions, we have the following

Proposition 5.6. If M is closed andF is regular, then we haveFfol(F ) = F(F ) =
F0(F ) andJfol(F ) = J(F ) = J0(F ).

In what follows, we will study holomorphic foliations by curves with isolated
singularities. LetF be such a foliation of a complex(n+1)-dimensional manifold
M and letS(F ) = {p1, . . . , pr}. The following is well-known.

Lemma 5.7. LetUi be an open neighborhood ofpi . Then, no leaf ofF reg is con-
tained inUi .

Proof. We may assume thatUi is the unit open ball inCn+1 and pi is the origin.
Then, it is well-known that there is a holomorphic vector fieldX on Ui such that
SingX = {x∈Ui |X(x) = 0} = {0} and thatX is tangent toF |Ui . Let Z(t) be an
integral curve ofX. If we denote by‖Z(t)‖2 the square of distance ofZ(t) from the
origin with respect to the standard metric, then‖Z(t)‖2 is a subharmonic function.
If moreover{Z(t)} is entirely contained inUi , then‖Z(t)‖2 is defined onC and
bounded. Hence‖Z(t)‖2 is constant ([17, Corollary 2.3.4]). If we representX as
X = ∑n+1

i=1 fi ∂
∂zi

, where(z1, . . . ,zn+1) are the standard coordinates onCn+1, then we

have∑n+1
i=1 fi(Z(t))Zi(t) = 0, whereZ(t) = (Z1(t), . . . ,Zn+1(t)). By differentiating
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with respect tōt, we have∑n+1
i=1 fi(Z(t)) fi(Z(t)) = 0. HenceZ(t) is identically zero

by the choice ofX. ¤
Let X be a holomorphic vector field onCn+1 andF the singular foliation asso-

ciated withX. Suppose thatSingX consists of Poincaré type singularities, and let
SingX = {p1, . . . , pr}. Let Ui be an small round ball atpi so thatF is transversal
to ∂Ui . Then, a foliation is induced on each∂Ui , which we denote byFi . Note that
S(F ) = SingX. By removingUi ’s fromCn+1 and taking the double, we can obtain
a non-singular transversely holomorphic foliation of a closed manifold. This kind
of examples are studied in [6] whenn = 1.

Corollary 5.8. 1) If M is closed, then the holonomy pseudogroup ofF reg is
finitely generated.

2) If moreover for eachi, there exists an open neighborhoodUi of pi homeo-
morphic to a ball such thatF is transversal to∂Ui , then, the holonomy
pseudogroup ofF reg is compactly generated andF(F ) = F0(F ). We have
J(F ) = J(F reg)∪S(F ) and

⋃r
i=1J(Fi) ⊂ J(F )∩⋃r

i=1∂Ui . If M̃ is the
double ofM and ifF̃ is the foliation ofM̃ obtained fromF reg, thenJ(F̃ ) is
the double ofJ(F reg)∩M.

We do not know any example where the inclusion is strict. On the other hand,
if one of ∂Ui ’s is not transversal toF , then there is an example whereJ(F j) (
J(F )∩∂U j , where∂U j is transversal toF . See Example 5.11.

Proof. Let Ui be an open neighborhood ofpi , wherei = 1, . . . , r. LetV be an open
neighborhood ofM \⋃r

i=1Ui such thatV ∩S(F ) = ∅. SinceV is compact, we
can find an open covering, sayV , of V by a finite number of foliation charts
for F reg. Suppose thatV = {V1, . . . ,Vs} andVi

∼= Wi × Ti , where the leaves of
F reg|Vi are given by{Wi ×{z}}, z∈ Ti . If we setT =

∐s
i=1Ti , thenT is a com-

plete transversal forF reg by Lemma 5.7. Therefore the holonomy pseudogroup of
F reg is finitely generated. IfF is transversal to∂Ui , then it is shown in [10] that
F |∂Ui∪Ui\{pi} is biholomorphically diffeomorphic toF |∂Ui

× (0,1]. Therefore the
holonomy pseudogroup ofF reg is equivalent to that ofF reg|M\Ui

. The last part
follows directly from definitions. ¤

Theorem 5.9. Suppose thatdimCM = 2 and S(F ) = {p1, . . . , pr}. If for eachi,
there exists an open neighborhoodUi of pi homeomorphic to a ball such thatF
is transversal to∂Ui , then the holonomy pseudogroup ofF reg is compactly gener-
ated and we haveF(F ) = F0(F ). Moreover,F reg admits an invariant transverse
Hermitian metric onF(F ) which is transversely of classCω .

Proof. Let Γ be the holonomy pseudogroup ofF reg. If F is transversal to∂Ui ,
thenΓ is equivalent to the holonomy pseudogroup ofF reg|M\Ui

by Corollary 5.8.
Hence, by [1, Theorem 4.21], there exists a Hermitian metric of classCω onFpg(Γ )
invariant under the action ofΓ . ¤
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Remark5.10. We made use ofFpg(Γ ) in defining F(F ). The same decompos-
ition is obtained even if we replaceFpg(Γ ) by F(Γ ) under the assumptions of The-
orem 5.9 becauseΓ is compactly generated.

Example 5.11.Let X be a holomorphic vector field onC2 defined by

X = λz
∂
∂z

+ µw
∂

∂w
,

whereλ andµ are non-zero complex numbers and(z,w) are the standard coordin-
ates forC2. LetF be the singular foliation ofCP2 induced by the integral curves of
X. If λ = µ , thenJ(F ) = S(F ) = {[1 : 0 : 0]} and a transverse invariant Hermitian
metric onF(F ) is given by

g =
|wdz−zdw|2
(|z|2 + |w|2)2

,

where for a1-form ω, we denoteω⊗ω by |ω|2.
If λ 6= µ , then the codimension ofS(F ) is greater than one. Let[z0 : z1 : z2] be

the homogeneous coordinates forCP2 and considerC2 = {[1 : z : w]}. We set

L0 = {[ 0 : z1: z2] ∈ CP2},
L1 = {[z0: 0 : z2] ∈ CP2},
L2 = {[z0: z1: 0 ] ∈ CP2}.

ThenS(F ) = {[1 : 0 : 0], [0 : 1 : 0], [0 : 0 : 1]}, andJ(F ) is described as follows.

1) If µ/λ ∈ C\R, thenJ(F ) = L0∪L1∪L2. An invariant metric onF(F ) is
given by

|µwdz−λzdw|2
(|z| |w|)2 .

2) If µ/λ > 1, thenJ(F ) = L0∪L2. An invariant metric onF(F ) is given by

|µwdz−λzdw|2
|w|2(1+λ/µ) .

3) If 1 > µ/λ > 0, thenJ(F ) = L0∪ L1. An invariant metric onF(F ) is
given by

|µwdz−λzdw|2
|z|2(1+µ/λ ) .

4) If 0 > µ/λ , thenJ(F ) = L1∪L2. An invariant metric onF(F ) is given by

|µwdz−λzdw|2
(|z|α |w|β )2

,

whereα = (λ −2µ)/(λ −µ) andβ = (2λ −µ)/(λ −µ). Note thatα > 1,
β > 1, α +β = 3 andαλ +β µ = λ + µ.
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If µ/λ > 0, thenF is transversal to the unit sphereS3 in C2. We denote byF ′

the induced foliation onS3. Then,F ′ is transversely Hermitian, namely, it admits
a smooth transverse invariant Hermitian metric. It follows thatJ(F ′) =∅. Hence,
if we denote byι the inclusion ofS3 toCP2 viaC2, thenι−1(J(F ))) J(F ′).

Example 5.12. Let X be a holomorphic vector field onC2 defined byX = (z+

εw)
∂
∂z

+w
∂

∂w
, where(z,w) are the standard coordinates. If we setY = z

∂
∂z

+w
∂

∂w
,

then[X,Y] = 0, andX(z,w) andY(z,w) are linearly independent onC2\{w = 0}.
If we denote byF the foliation ofCP2 induced byX, thenY induces a holonomy
invariant trivialization of the normal bundle ofF reg on F(F ) = CP2 \ (L0∪L2),
whereL0 andL2 are as in Example 5.11. Hence we can find a transverse invariant
Hermitian metric onF(F ). SinceX is invariant under homothecies,F reg induces
a foliation of Hopf manifolds. For example, letM = (C2 \ {0})/α, whereα is a
non-zero complex number andα(z) = αz. If we denote byG the induced foliation
of M, thenF(G ) = (C2 \ {w = 0})/α. SinceY is also invariant underα, we can
also find a transverse invariant Hermitian metric on the normal bundle ofG .

Example 5.13.Let X be a holomorphic vector field onC3 defined by

X = λ1z1
∂

∂z1
+λ2z2

∂
∂z2

+λ3z3
∂

∂z3
,

whereλ1, λ2 andλ3 are non-zero complex numbers. Then,X induces a singular
foliation ofCP3 which we denote byF . We setp0 = [1 : 0 : 0 : 0], p1 = [0 : 1 : 0 : 0],
p2 = [0 : 0 : 1 : 0] andp3 = [0 : 0 : 0 : 1]. If λ1 = λ2 = λ3, thenS(F ) = J(F ) = {p0},
where we considerC3 = {[1 : z1 : z2 : z3]}. If we setωi j = zidzj − zjdzi ,

∣∣ωi j
∣∣2 =

ωi j ⊗ωi j and

g =
|ω12|2 + |ω13|2 + |ω23|2
(|z1|2 + |z2|2 + |z3|2)2

,

theng is a transverse invariant Hermitian metric onF(F ). Note thatg is bounded
from below, and induces an invariant volume form.

In that follows, we assume without generality thatλ1 = 1. Suppose thatλ2, λ3

andλ2/λ3 do not belong toR. ThenS(F ) = {p0, p1, p2, p3}, and there are unique
real numbersα andβ such thatαλ2 + βλ3 = 1. According to Theorem 5.5, there
exist invariant volume forms onF(F ). In fact, if we set

g =
|λ2z2dz1−z1dz2|2
(|z2|α+1 |z3|β )2

+
|λ3z3dz2−λ2z2dz3|2

|z2z3|2
,

then g is a transverse invariant Hermitian metric onCP3 \ (P0∪P2∪P3), where
P0 = {[0 :x1 : x2 : x3]| |x1,x2,x3∈C}, P2 = {[x0 : x1 : 0 :x3]}, P3 = {[x0 : x1 : x2 : 0]}.
Note that on the plane{[u0 : 1 : u2 : u3]}, we have

g=
|(λ2−1)u2du0 +u0du2|2

(|u0|(2−α−β ) |u2|α+1 |u3|β )2
+
|λ3u3(u0du2−u2du0)−λ2u2(u0du3−u3du0)|2

|u0u2u3|2
.
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Let ∆ be the closed triangle formed by0, λ2 andλ3. If 1 is contained in∆, thenα ≥
0, β ≥ 0 and0≤ α +β ≤ 1. This condition is equivalent to thatg is bounded from
below onCP3\(P0∪P2∪P3). Indeed in this case we haveF(F ) =CP3\(P0∪P2∪
P3). If λ2 andλ3 do not satisfy the condition, thenF(F ) =CP3\(P0∪P1∪P2∪P3),
whereP1 = {[x0 : 0 : x2 : x3]}. Even in this case, the above metric is an invariant
metric onCP3 \ (P0∪P2∪P3) but not bounded from below. A bounded one on
F(F ) is given by

|λ2z2dz1−z1dz2|2
(|z1| |z2|)2 +

|λ3z3dz1−z1dz3|2
(|z1| |z3|)2 +

|λ3z3dz2−λ2z2dz3|2
(|z2| |z3|)2 .

If in addition the convex hull of1, λ2 andλ3 does not contain0, thenF is transver-
sal to the unit sphereS5. HenceF induces a transversely holomorphic, non-singular
foliation of S5. If we denote this foliation byF ′, thenF(F ′) = F(F )∩S5 and
J(F ′) = J(F )∩S5. Since the holonomy pseudogroups ofF ′ is compactly gener-
ated, we see that the conclusion of Proposition 4.24 fails if the metric is not bounded
from below.

Instead of exhausting all cases, we will examine the case whereλ2 ∈ R andλ3 6∈
R. If λ2 > 1, thenS(F ) = {p0, p1, p2, p3} andJ(F ) = P0∪P2∪P3. An invariant
metric onF(F ) is given by

|λ2z2dz1−z1dz2|2
(|z2|1+1/λ2)2

+
|λ3z3dz2−λ2z2dz3|2

|z2z3|2
.

If λ2 = 1, thenS(F ) = {[0 : x1 : x2 : 0]}∪{p0, p3} andJ(F ) = {[x0 : 0 : 0 :x3]}∪
P0∪P3. Note that{[0 : x1 : x2 : 0]}= P0∩P3. An invariant metric onF(F ) is given
by

|λ2z2dz1−z1dz2|2
(|z1|1+λ2 + |z2|1+1/λ2)2

+
|λ3z3dz2−λ2z2dz3|2
(|z1|2λ2 + |z2|2) |z3|2

.

If 0< λ2 < 1, thenS(F ) = {p0, p1, p2, p3} andJ(F ) = P0∪P1∪P3. If λ2 < 0, then
S(F ) = {p0, p1, p2, p3} andJ(F ) = P1∪P2∪P3. In these cases, invariant metrics
can be constructed as in the case whereλ2 > 1.

Remark5.14. Note thatL0, L1 andL2 are separatrices forX in Example 5.11, and
thatL0 is also a separatrix forX in Example 5.12. Example 5.13 also suggests that
J(F ) has something to do with separatrices.
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